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SPRING FASHION SHOW - With a wink to the audience Skeena's 
favourite weather lady Ruth Sanderson leads Garth Crampton into the 
spOtiighf at the 1977 Kinette Spring Fashion Show. Clothing from 
Taylor's, Mantiques, Pumphouse, Bee's Children's Wear, Silhouette, 
Elegance and Bob's Shoes were shown. There were about 450 people at 
the show eld in the REM Lee Theatre Monday and Line Vienneau was the 
lucky winner of the trip for two to Vancouver. 
==, 
Government delays 
metric conversion 
slon to Jack Hornet, the Al- 
berta Progressive Conservative 
MP who turned Liberal last 
month and [oined the cabinet 
and to other MPs "from the 
Prairie region." 
Outside the Commons March. 
and told reporters he still wants 
the legislation passed by Parlia- 
ment as soon as posslble. But 
the government will not imple. 
(~TTAWA (CP) :-- The gov. 
t~rnment plans to delay use of 
• the metric measuring system in 
• ~e grain Industry until farmers 
who now oppose it are con- 
vinced It Is worthy of support, 
Smaii Business Mlnlster Len 
Morchand said Tuesday. 
He told the Commons the gov- 
ernment will not proclaim into 
law parts of the legislation after 
It gets approval in the Com. 
roans until "further con- 
sultations" are held with the 
grain Industry, especially farm- 
Skelly lambastes Davis 
ers. The bill would require the in. 
Morchandaftrlbuted hisdecl.__dustry to measure grain by 
a news r~lease that the '~asser- 
tlon that an oll spill near Kiti- 
mat would In some way be pref- 
erable to an oil spill near 
Cherry Polnh Wash., reflects 
Mr. Davis' contempt for north- 
ern people In general and his 
unustial Ignorance of the whole 
Issue surrounding the oil ports." 
Davis confirmed Monday the 
contents of a Sunday news re- 
port quoting the transcripts of a 
February meoting with Wash., 
Ington State energy officials. 
The minister said then that-- 
"In the Kltlmat area, there's 
practically nobody, and then the. 
shoreline's almost straight up 
Energy minister , Iller ld 
ig -^- - - *  bigoted' S 
1 
- , - - - , - - ,  . ~ . . 
VlCTORIA,CP,--Transport RECOGNIZES INDIANS ~ P lu ra Ilty onnose  
• Jack Davis also said at the meet. ~ r "  r "  , • and Energy Minister 
Davis' recent remarks about Ing that native Indians "are i~ 
the desirability of a Kitimat, really the only people who are ~ / • = ~' 
B.C. ,p lpel lnetormlnalwere physlcallylocatedal0ng'that ! i  proposed oil port 
both Ignorant and blgotod, MLA route with permanent resl. 
Bob Skeliy said Tuesday. dance." 
Skelly (NDP-Albernl} .seid In' 
and down. It's rock." -- understand that even If the Kltl. 
"Who's golng to sue you?" he mat plan goes ahead, Cherry 
asked, "Who's hurt (If a splll Polnt would still receive some 
occurs)?" oil. 
SAYS NIELSEN: 
He said Monday that the 
statements were taken out of 
context and were made during 
a lengthy discussion of all the 
pros and cons for each respec. 
.five site for reception of Alaska 
oil. 
Davis also pointed out that 
the thrust of his argument was 
that most people that would be 
~" affected by a Klflmat spill don't 
have many tangible assets and 
therefoi'e a spill wouldn't be as 
costly. 
" It  is Incredible to believe 
that Jack Davis was once the 
federal minister of the environ. 
meat," said Skelly. 
He added that Davis does not 
PCB spills 
' ra the, odd': 
Co lumbia  Env i ronment  
Minister Jim Nielsen has ter- 
mad recent spills of the toxic" 
chemical polychlor inated 
biphenyl PCB "not rea l ly -  
comic, but rather odd" 
situations and .concern over 
them as being "very con- 
'temporary." 
Nielsen made th'e remarks at 
a February meeting In Olympia 
with Washington state en- 
vironment and energy officials. 
The Colonist newspaper ob-. 
twined a transcript of the 
mestleg and published parts of 
It today. 
"Our pollution problem of the 
current season Is PCB," said 
the minister, referring to 
contamination incidents near 
Prince Rupert and In the 
Cariboo region. 
"We've had some outbreaks. 
~of PCB concern and some, not. 
• really condc situatlens, but 
some rather odd situations. 
"We had mild panic In the 
Carlboo because they found 
traces bf PCB In their ground 
water ... That died down 
because there was lust no 
evidence of any damage. 
"And then sooQ thereafter, we 
had a transformer exptod(~ with 
180 gallons of PCB leaking 
MEDIA EAGER 
"Some of it found Its wa~ Into 
the harbor up In Prince Rupert, 
but that wasn't played up 
metric tons (tonnes) Instead of 
bushels and land in hectares in- 
stead of acres. 
COMPAN I ES I N FAVOR 
Grain companies favor the 
plan but producers and many 
Prairie MPs have protested it 
might cause serious Inconven- 
Ience and added cost to Indlvld- 
"~1 farmers. 
~ ! . ' . : : ! : . : :  
the press had hoped for. 
"They Were looking for dead 
bodies of some kind-- animal or 
man or anything as long as 
something was killed by It. They 
weren't able to find it, so new 
they're looking for crabs In 
Prince Rupert, hoping they'll 
find something. It's very con. 
temporary;" 
The Carlboo incident oc- 
curred in December, 19M, when 
It was discovered that about 200 
buried B.C. Hydro cepacitors 
were leaking PCB. A study 
found'that the surrounding 
water supply was not con. 
tomlnated. 
EXPLAINS MEANING 
In an Interview today, Nielsen 
confirmed that he made the 
remarks and explained what he 
meant by them. 
He said the concern over PCB 
is contemporary because only 
10 years ago no one knew the" 
chemical was dangerous. He 
ssld this contemporary concern 
over the chemical has reached 
the point where it Is close to 
going out of production. 
Nielsen said the Cariboo 
Incident was rather odd because 
of confusion surrounding ac. 
captable levels of PCB In water. 
The minister said there was a 
lack of Information and con. 
fused, almost contradictory, 
statements were made about 
because the other Incident __ th9 chemical. 
ment the law until farmers are DICK SPILL 
convinced "we're not going to WIL  L 
be taking the acre away from . 
them." 'WATERGATE BEANS? 
Fau l ty  pu mp 
cause ,  o f  death  
PORT EDWARDI B.C. (CP) 
--  A Hooker Chemicals Ltd. 
spokesman said today that a 
faulty pump which led to six 
workers Inhaling deadly chlo. 
rlne gas at the Canadian Cellu- 
lose Co. Ltd. pulp mill April 26 
was being shipped to Vancouver 
for examination. 
WASHING=rON AP $600,000 and a promise of 
Amid  In tens i f ied .  a percentage of the 
p u b I i c i t y, R i c h a r d profits of the show for the 
Nixon's account of the 28~/~ hours he spent 
Watergate scandal goes tapin~l the four-part in- 
on the air tonight for the .~ervlew. 
first time since he The program goes on 
resigned from the U.S. ~he air at 7:30 pm EDT. 
presidency' in 1974. The 155 stations across 
"1 believe viewers Will file United States that 
feel this confrontation wil~ carry the programs 
tests the Nixon ac. are doing so on the barter 
counting of Watergate in system: Frost will 
the way and with the receive $125,000 for each 
intensity that it should be of five minutes of 
tested," David Frost, a national advertisements. 
British television per- The stations can keepthe 
sonality who interviewed revenue they receive 
Nixon, said of the show• from selling seven 
Theformer president is minutes of commercials 
reported to have received locally• 
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None of the workers was se. 
riously hurt, but the incident 
caused temporary evacuation 
of a schoo!.,.canner.y_, al~_por t 
and lighthouse. 
Meanwhile, company spokes- 
man Ken Halllday said a sepa- 
rate Incident Monday in which 
.two of the company's workers 
suffet'ed chlorine inhalation 
would be Investigated Inter- 
nally. 
John Wilson, mill supervisor, 
and Allan Hart were listed In 
satisfactory condition in hospi- 
tal after Inhaling the gas in the 
pulp mill's kraft plant. 
Halllday said he understoocl 
the gas escaped when a valve 
was turned,the "wrong way. 
Leslie Schnursteln, Hooker's 
general manager In Vancouver, 
was !n this northern coastal vil- 
lage to Investigate the mishap 
,with company officials. 
The chlorine leaked as 900 
tons of It was being unloaded In 
liquid form from a barge into 
Hooker's tank farm adlacent to 
the mill: 
An exclusive Herald 
telephone poll of 
residents in the Kitimat. 
Terrace area shows that 
44 percent are opposed to 
the location of an oil pgrt 
in K i t imat  while 30 
percent - favour the 
proposal. Twenty per. 
cent of those surveyed 
gave no opinion and six 
percent would not give a 
definite Indication one 
way or another. 
The poll was conducted 
on the eve of preliminary 
hearings in Kifimat of the 
federal inquiry in. 
vestigating the proposed 
oil tanker port, 
Those opposed to the 
By ANDREWPETTER 
be a better way," a 
woman in Kitimat 
cam mented. 
A Terrace man felt that 
"they should run it, 
through their own 
country. It's as simple as 
tt at." 
Others  surveyed 
mentioned particular 
environmen'al concerns: 
the effects on fishing, on 
the wildlife and on 
recreation• 
"1 don't want to see an 
oil port," a woman in 
Terrace said. " I t  hasn't 
been looked into 
enough." 
Many were afraid that 
the growth resulting from 
Kitimat site were con .  an oil , port facility might 
cerned mostly about the ruin the quality of life in 
effects that oil tankers the area. 
might have i)n rite en. "1 likethisarea iustth e 
vli'onment, way it is," was the 
"1 don't want it and we comment of a number of 
don't need it," one people in Kltimat. 
• Kitimat. man told the Those in favour of the 
Herald. " I t  will result in proposal felt that an oil 
o!l spills that wiJl destroy ipgrt: would ~ bring 
our  enVIl'onmerff. '~ ~:~-~6n~mic  'l~nefitl; t0 file 
Some resented the idea 
that Canada would be 
used to transport oil to 
1he United States• 
"1 don't see why they 
should have our en- 
v i ronment Screwed up 
area and would Increase 
employment. 
The statement of one 
man in Kitimat was 
typical: "There's nothing 
wrong with the idea.•• it 
would bring a financial 
just to satisfy American boost and we could use. 
oil_b.uyers ... There must_the extra lobs." 
Others felt that the 
additional fuel would be 
needed locally• 
"They're going up and 
down the coast anyway;"; 
a Kitimat woman said. 
A number of people 
favoured growth in the 
Kitimat area. 
"1 would like to see the 
town grow," one Kiflmat 
woman explained. "'1 am 
from Scotland and we 
had no problem with oil 
spills there." 
Another woman from 
Kitmat said she favoured 
the idea ~ because "'1 work 
for Imperial Oi1." 
Most of those who were 
undecided or would not 
give a definite answer 
either slad they did not 
have enough Information 
on the project or that they 
did not care. 
A man in Terrace said 
that the decision should 
be"  left to the experts." 
The Herald poll was 
conducted  ~ Tuesday 
evening. Fifty people .. 
25 from Terrace and 25 
from Kitimat .. were 
contacted from a list 
scientifically selected at 
random. Of those con- 
laded, 52 percent were 
women and 48 percent 
were men. 
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• AUDITOR-GENERAL : 
New f,nanc=al watchdog 
VICTORIA (CP) • Erma 
Morrlson, deputy auditor, 
general of New Brunswick, has 
received the unanimous 
recommendation of an all-party 
legislature commlffee to 
become British Columbia's first 
audltor.generah 
Morrlson, 62, was named 
today by the committee set up 
last year to chose an In. 
dependent overseer of the 
province's finances, but the 
• appolptment must be approved 
by the legislature when It sits 
again. 
She will he paid 152,000 a 
year, the same salary as a B,C. 
Supreme Court ludge and Is 
appointed for a six.year term. 
The Auditor General ACt, 
passed In Jane 1976, gives 
Mm'rlsan wide powers to act as 
b critic of government financial 
policies. 
The auditor-general has 
access to all government 
financial records, Including 
these Crown corporations and 
any company of which the 
government owns more than SO 
perc(mt. 
MAKES REPORT 
In an annual report to the 
legislature, the auditor.general 
must report whether she had 
reoeived all necessary In. 
formation and whether the 
financial statements are a true 
picture of the actual financial 
position, and if net, why. 
• Besldesthe annual report, the 
auditor.general can report to 
the legislature at any time"on a 
matter of primary importance' 
or urget~cy." 
The office of the auditor. 
general Is daslgned to be In- 
dependent of partisan politics 
end the six.year term Is In- 
tended to remove the office 
from the effect of general 
elections• 
Morrisan was selected from a 
total of S~eppllcants and from a 
short list of five finalists. 
She Is both a chartered ac- 
countant and a certified In. 
ternal auditor. She has been Ir~ 
the public service of New 
Brunswick since 1956 and has 
been deputy auditor.general 
.since 1975. 
• TROOPS DISPATCHED 
Violence feored in U Ister strike 
Another 1,200 saldlers were 
sent to Northern Ireland during 
the weekend, The military now 
has more than 16,000 troops In 
the country--the highest num. 
bar for three years. 
Although the strike started off 
low key, it seemed to be having" 
a greater effect late In the day. 
5hops and some factories closed 
down. 
The security buildup coin. 
clded with appeals from reader. 
ate political and labor leaders 
to the British to declare a state 
of emergency in the country, 
where sectarian wag'fare and 
armed Insurrection have blazed 
for more than seven years. 
They also demanded a more 
obvious army presence In the 
streets to doter the expected In. 
timldatlon. 
POLICE PATROLS 
Troops kept mainly out of 
sight Tuesday, leaving the po. 
lice to do most of the patrolling• 
The strike was called by the 
Protestant Ulster Unionist Ac. 
tlon Council led by the Rev. lan 
Paisley. 
The council had hoped the 
strlke would paralyse the coun. 
try llke a strlke In 1974 whlch 
wrecked the only Protestant. 
Ro.; 
man CathoIlc coalition govern 
merit In Northern Ireland's hls 
tory. 
Labor sources said many fac 
tory bosses recalved telepham 
warnlegs that they would be 
killed If they dld not close their 
bualnesseo. 
No dlsruptlens were reported 
at the country's five electric 
power stations, or the glant 
Harland and Wolff shlpyard 
where about 9,000 workers are 
employed, most of them Prates. 
tent. 
The shlpyard and power 
plants were consldered prlme 
targets for the etrlke. 
The post office sald only 200 
of Its 2,000 employees falled to 
show up and school authorities 
said attendance was 54 per 
cent• 
L a r g • I y Roman Catholic 
areas such as Londonderry and 
Armagh were unaffected. 
The moderate Belfast Tale. 
graph carried the headline: 
" i t ' s  A Working Day,"  but me. 
chlnlsts there walked out later 
following two telephone threats. 
DEMANDS ACTION 
Paisley's United Unlonlut Ac. 
tion Committee demanded that 
the British government unleash 
an all-out military offensive 
against the oUfllwed Irish Re. 
pobllcan Army (IRA) gust. 
rllles. 
Thegroupalse demanded ras. 
foratlon of the Protestant.con. 
trolled parliament, which Lon. 
den suspended in March, 1972. 
The IRA, made up of mem. 
bersof Uleter's Roman Catholic 
mlnerlty, has bepn waging a 
violent campaign to drive out 
the British and unite the prov. 
lace with the mainly Catholic 
Irish Republic. 
BELFAST (AP) - -  The Brit- 
Ish government sent 600 more 
c~mbat troops to Northern Ire. 
land on Tuesday to back up the 
security force amid threats by 
militant Protestants of mass In- 
timidation to support a general 
strike. 
The hard-line Protestants 
vowed to step up thelr action 
after at least 50 per cent of the 
country ignored their call for a 
total shutdown. The strike be. 
gan midnight Monday night 
with a series of flrebombings In 
central Belfast and widespread 
Intlmldetlon to coerce workers 
opposed to the strike. 
A police spokesman reported 
400 known cases of Intimidation 
by strikers, el'most all of them 
In Belfast. "But we're con- 
vinced that is only the tip of the 
iceberg," the spokesmen said. 
Government sources.said the 
600 extra troops were flown 
from their base near Cam. 
bridge and will be kept In re. 
serve. 
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. . . . . .  KITIMA T HEARINGS TODA Y 
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Funding set for private interest groups 
Preliminary Hearings 
into the proposed Kitimat 
Oil Port will take place at 
Kitimat's Legion Hall today 
beginning from 2 pm to 5 pm 
and finishing from 7 pm to 10 
pm. 
The Kitimat Oil Port 
I Inquiry has issued criteria 
for government funding of 
public participants in the 
inquiry into a proposal for a 
deep sea port in Kitimat. 
Applicants must show "a 
clearly ascertainable 
interest"  deservinR 
show they do not have 
suf f ic ient  f inancial  
resources to prepare an 
adequate submission. 
According to the criteria 
those seeking funds have a 
clear proposal as to the use 
they intend to make of the 
funds and they should be 
sufficiently well organized 
to account for the funds. 
6 Ind iv idua l  and  
organization 
Ind iv idua ls  and 
orRanizations wishing to 
STAGE SPOTLIGHT - In rehearsal for "Silver Wedding", a 
Terrace Little Theatre entry directed by Molly Nattress, are Ken 
Morton, Molly Nattress and Marg Van Herd. The play is described 
may do so simply by 
providing their names and 
addresses to the inquiry 
today; or at any of the 
formal hearings to be 
scheduled at a later date or 
in writin~ to the inquiry 
office m Vancouver, 
according to Dr. Andrew 
Thompson, commissioner. 
Those wishing to appear 
before the inquiry on a 
regular basis to call 
ewdence and cross-examine 
other evidence will be 
identified as  "major 
governed by the precedural 
rules of the inquiry, he said. 
6 He said other interest 
groups are expected to take 
a less active role at the 
formal hearings or may 
make their submissions 
through community  
hearings. 
Community hearings will 
be held at locations 
throughout the p#bvince 
where local residents 
indicate they wish~ to have 
an opportunity to keep 
abreast of the inquiry and to 
submissions. These 
hearings will be scheduled 
after the formal hearings 
are underway. 
Coalitions of interest 
~ roups representing a roaaer interest will be 
encouraged so as to avoid 
duplication in the 
preparat ion  and  
presentation od evidence to 
Thompson at the formal 
hearings expected to start in 
mid-July. 
People wishing to apply 
for financial assistance in 
as the harsh reality of what there is t0 celebrate after 25 years of 
marriage The audience will be able to identify with many of the 
lines in the play. 
DRILLED WELLS 
Parched prairie 
some water gets 
WILL ISSUE PLAN 
Alberta Disaster Services will 
direct drought co.ordlnatlon ac- 
tivities and a basic contingency 
plan will be Issued to municipal 
author i t ies  and  ~ 
agriculture 
service boards in the next few 
weeks, the minister said. 
Homer said under the author- 
ity of the Water Resources ACt, 
the environment depart- 
ment 
recently has managed reser- 
voirs In the Irrigation system In 
an attempt o fill them up. 
"Some are presently filled 
end the others are in a position 
to be topped by June 1/' Homer 
said. Power companies also will 
to.operate with their reser- 
voirs. 
The minister sold about i7 
municipalities with potential 
water shortage problems had 
been Identified and each could 
be assisted by pumping or 
trucking water to drilling wells. 
The trucking Industry had 
been contacted about the avail- 
ability of equipment should 
there be a need to move water. 
Feed and freight assistance pro- 
grams will be Implemented 
should there be a forage short- 
age. 
MAJOR CONCERN 
"A major area of concern is 
the provision of adequate water 
supplies for livestock," Homer 
said. "The department of agri- 
culture will purchase six port- 
able pumplng units complete 
with two miles of aluminum 
pipe for location at each of the 
six regional offices of the de- 
pertinent. 
"This equipment will be pro- 
vided to farmers for movement 
of water to fill dugouts for live. 
stock." 
Another measuretaken by the 
government is to ask the 
Energy Resources Con- 
servation 
Board (ERCB) to review imme. 
dlately water Injection projects 
associated with oi l f leld 
pressure 
maintenance. 
"The ERCB will determine if 
there is water of adequate qual- 
ity and quantity and In suitable 
locations that could be diverted 
temporarily to assist as an ad- 
ditional supply, if needed," Her- 
net said. 
He said fire hazard probably 
will drop In the next few weeks 
as "greening" of the land con. 
tinues, but If precipitation Is be. 
low average, "we can, unfortu. 
nately, expect a second grass 
fire season." 
EDMONTON (CP) 
Drought-stricken central AI- 
barta received a drop of hope 
Tuesday when if was announced 
the Red Deer regional water 
line will be in use two months 
ahead of schedule. 
Or. Hugh Homer, deputy pre- 
mier' and minister responsible 
for disaster services, made the 
annnouncement in the legisla- 
ture when hetold of drought as- 
sistance measures. 
He said Alberta Environment 
will make up to $1.2 million 
available for the deep drilling 
of 300 wells to help water-short 
communities, some of which 
have a self.imposed form of wa- 
ter rationing. 
The towns of Tofield and 
Holden, in east central Alberta, 
are having water pumped 1o 
them at present and Vegrevilie 
is next on the list. Crossfield 
and Ryley also will get help. 
Homer said the Red Deer 
line, designed to serve commu- 
nities along Highway 2 from 
just south of Red Deer to just 
north of Calgary, will be 
brought into temporary early 
operation June 15. 
It will function at a daily ca- 
pacity of 500,000 gallons--about 
onesixth its final capacity--and 
runnfor about 50 miles. 
Rape mishandled 
iscuous and, therefore, cannot 
be raped or deserve to be. 
The centre, the only one of its 
kind in Britain, provides emer- 
gency legal, medical and emo- 
tional counselling. It has been 
criticized by the Metropolitan 
Police because it does not press 
victims to go to the police. 
A spokesman for the centre 
~aid women were naturally re- 
luctant o recount intimate de- 
tails and re.live the rape. In 
many cases, the rapist lived 
near the victim and often 
threatened retribution. 
In any case, the report ar- 
gued, police do not regard rape 
as a serious crime and only 32 
per cent of the incidents re- 
ported result in convictions. 
Scotland Yard, which does not 
recognize the rape counselling 
and research project, said: "In 
our view any rape victim who 
goes to another agency before 
coming to the police is delaying 
and probably hindering investi- 
gation into a serious crime." 
The report said potential rape 
victims might get more assist- 
ance if they shout "fire" instead 
of "help" or "rape," since. 
people usually act in their own 
interest and would be more 
likely to respond to "fire" than 
to "rape." 
But the London Fire Brigade 
disagreed. 
WOULDN'T HELP 
"We already attend 30,000 fire 
alarms a year and this could 
well lead to more. People hear. 
ing 'fire' can be expected to run 
for the nearest phone--and 
probably not to the rape vic- 
tim," a spokesman said. 
One thing the rape centre 
does not recommend is trying to 
"sweet.talk" a rapist, 
By SHARAN SANDHU 
LONDON (Reuter) -- A raped' 
woman who is not middle class, 
a virgin or a pensioner is un- 
likely to get much sympathy 
from the British police, says a 
report issued here. 
The claim is made in the first 
report of the Rape Crisis Centre 
set up one year ago in northern 
London to provide a 24.hour 
service for rape victims. 
"Not infrequently suggestions 
have been made to the raped 
woman that she provoked the 
attack," said the report, sing- 
ling out the London police force 
for their unsympathetic treat- 
ment of the victims. 
A Scotland Yard spokesman 
declined to comment on these 
all.elza fions. 
"They are often asked if they 
are on the pill, the assumption 
being that, if so, they are prom- 
DRUG, ALCOHOL 
COUNSELLINGcSuEnseTIlin 
The Terrace' Drug & Alcohol o " g 
Committee is having an organizat ional  
meeting on Thursday, May 12 at 1:30 P.M. Jn 
the Arts Room of the Terrace Public Library. 
A grant of money has been provided to set 
up counselling services related to drugs and 
alcohol for this region. A regionalycommittee 
has already been organized. • The local 
Terrace committee will work through the 
regional committee in the development of a 
drug and alcohol counselling service in 
Terrace. 
Membership in the Terrace Drug & Alcohol 
Committee is open to anyone who is sin- 
cerely ted in working on this program. 
The committee will be responsible for the 
organization, development, and supervision of 
this program in Terrace. If you would like to 
hear more about this program, please feel 
welcome to offend the meeting on May 12 at 
1:30 P.M. in the Arts Room of the Terrace 
Public Library. For further information 
contact hugh Power at 635.3833. 
Anglican journal 
' e  wins malor award 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The Cana- 
dian Churchman, national 
news* 
paper of the Angllcan Church of 
Canada, has won six out of nine 
awards from the Associated 
Church Press. 
The awards, given last week 
at the group's conventlon In 
New Orleans, were given for 
best news, feature articles, pho- 
tography, graphics and for gen- 
eral excellence. 
'The Churchman also won an 
award for Its monthly news 
brlefs sectlon. 
The news award was pre- 
sented for a series of articles 
by writer Ann Benedek dealing 
with homosexuality and con- 
tem- 
porary attitudes In the church 
towards homosexuals. 
The features award was won 
for a series of articles on China 
following a three-week vlsit 
there by associate editor Caro- 
lyn Purden. 
A photograph of Mother 
Theresa, a European nun; dur-  
Ing her visit to Toronto In 1976 
won the newspaper Ihe award 
for best photograph. It was 
taken by free.lance photogra. 
pher Danlel Motherslll. 
A total of 287 entries from 76 
North American religious publl. 
cations were judged in the com. 
petition, 
A second Canadian publica. 
tlon, the United Church Ob. 
server, received an award in 
the magazine dlvislon for Its 
April, 1976, cover Illustrating 
the story The Hours Your MIn. 
Ister Overworks. 
carter denies Reds 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - -  
President Carter said Tuesday 
he has no evidence that the So. 
vlet Union Is on the brink of de. 
veloplng a weapon that could 
pa.ralyse the entire U.S. ballls. 
tic missile force. 
"We do not see any likelihood 
atal l ,  based on constant monl. 
taring of the Soviet Union as 
best we can, that they have a 
prospective breakthrough In a 
weapon that would endanger 
this country." 
The president commented on 
a report in thq magazine Avla. 
flon Week and Space Tech- 
nology that the Soviet Union 
has achieved a breakthrough in 
high.energy physics "that may 
soon provlde a directed.energy 
beam weapon capable of neu. 
trallzlng the entire United 
States ballistic force." 
I ! 
i ! 
first notify the commission 
of their intention to apply for 
funding, e Thompson sa~: r 
deadline 
submitting a formal 
application for funding is 
Wednesday, May 1 , 
Formal.application should 
be made in writing and 
Should include a statement 
of how the applicant satifies 
the criteria; a description, 
including a detailed budget, 
S.UFFICIENT RESOURCES 
of the purposes for whichthe Thomson said ~at he 
funds are required, how the will make his 
funds will be disbursed and recommendations for 
how they will be accounted participant funding to the 
for; a statement of the ~ederalgovernment as soon 
extent to which the as ]possible so. that 
applicant will contribute his participants can be.gin .the 
own funds and personnel preparauonstortnemqmry. 
and the name, address and 
telephone number of the Detafl~ will be made 
individual who would be public once the amount 
responsible for reporting to available for fundinghas 
the inquiry, been approved by Ottawa. 
Sufficient forest resources 
are present in the Terrace - 
Hazelton region to sustain 
present mills but future success 
of logging operations depends 
on Intensified planning, ac- 
cording to a recently released 
study of the area's resources. 
The Terrace Hazelton 
Regional Forest Resources 
study, coordinated by the 
Environment and Land Use 
Commlffee S ecretarlat of the 
Ministry of the Environment, 
covered a 15,000,000 acre area, 
including all of'the Nass and 
most of the Skeena basins, with 
the exception of Bulkley and 
Babine. Major centres In the 
area are Terrace, Hazelton, 
Prince Rupert and Stewart. 
Its purpose was to evaluate 
the broad pafferns of total 
resource use in the area, 
focusing on logging and to 
provide a basis for decisions to 
be made by both public and 
private concerns. 
Although generally bad 
market conditlons account in 
part for the logging slump In the 
area, results of the study show 
that better planning and the 
development of such things as 
an improved transportation 
system could help increase 
potential profits. Tran- 
sportation Improvements will 
also help In harvesting of forest 
potentials. The long run 
potential for the region as a 
whole exceeds average har- 
vests of the last five years. 
Installing connectors to  
both styles of co.ax cables. 
Here are three very easy, but 
Important checks to make. The 
first two are made with an 
Inexpensive voltohmeter. The 
ohmeter should be set on the 
HIGHEST range of resistance 
and the co-axial line discon- 
nected at both ends. By 
measuring the resistance 
between the outer braid and 
Inner conductor at one end of 
the line you can make sure that 
a leakage path does not exist 
across the line from braid to 
inner conductor. The resistance 
reading between Inner. and 
outer conductoron a good piece 
of co-axial cable should be 
INFINITY. If a resistance 
value of a few hundred ohms, 
several thousand ohms, for that' 
matter) is noted, the co-axial 
flffings should be Immediately 
DES MARAIS: . 
Independence v,ewed 
as economically bad 
QUEBEC (CP) -- The presi- 
dent of one of Quebec's major 
employer organizations, the 
Consell du Patronat, spoke out 
Tuesday against Quebec 
separa- 
tion and in favor of a revita- 
lized Confederation. 
Pierre Des Marals II told a 
service club audience he is con- 
vinced that separation would do 
Ilffle to help Quebec's economic 
and cultural life. 
"One thing seems clear to me 
and that is that independence 
could weaken our economic sit- 
uation and at best, It would not 
Improve it." 
The federal system had in the 
past favored English.speaking 
Canadians because of their 
numbers and economic power, 
he said. 
But despite that, Quebecers 
have a standard of living that is 
among the highest in the world, 
and in that way, Confederation 
has been clearly profitable. 
In some areas, the economic 
dlsadvantages suffered 
by F r e n c h-speaking 
Canadians 
have been due to matters In 
their own control, Des Morals 
said. 
" It 's not the fault of Con- 
federation If In an area as 
strategic as education Qubbe¢: 
was long far behlnd. And the 
years we have termed 'the 
great darkness' are our respon- 
sibility only." 
There was too much pessim- 
ism among many Quebecers 
concerning the state of the 
French language and culture. 
'LANGUAGE ASSURED' 
"Our language is spoken 
more often and Is barfer as- 
sured that it ever was. Our 
presence and our vitality are 
being expressed with more 
vigor than ever. 
"Our collective con- 
science 
has never been as productive." 
If Quebecers chose separa- 
tion, the position of their lan- 
guage would be no more secure. 
"An  Independent  
Quebec 
would have to face the same 
North American en- 
mlronment 
and its Anglo-Saxon mass." 
In supporting federalism, Des 
Morals said he favored new 
structures which would satisfy 
the aspirations of the different 
regions. He gave no details. 
Telesat termed 
narrow, secretive 
OTTAWA (CP) - -The Cana- 
dian Radlo.televislon and Tele- 
communicat ions  Com- 
mission 
(CRTC) ordered Telesat Can- 
ada Tuesday to provide addi- 
f lmnal Information to back up 
Its request to become e rnem. 
her of the consortium of tele. 
phone companies across Can. 
ada. 
Telesat, the part federally- 
owned satell ite com- 
munications 
company, has been accused by 
critics of the proposed link of 
being narrow, suppressive and 
secretive ,in the information it 
has made available to back up 
its request. 
The CRTC, which considers 
the Telesat proposal to be of 
major importance to the future 
cost, accessibility and develop. 
ment of communications erv. 
ices across Canada, ordered 
Telesat release all wrlflen re- 
ports and studies if considered 
an alafernative to the proposed 
link with the Trans.Canada 
Telephone Systemn(TCTS). 
Telesat Is also part owned by 
the TCTS and critics of the pro. 
posel have expressed fears the 
link would create a monopoly 
that would not be in the best 
Interest of the public. 
CLAIMS DOUBTED 
The critics have also accused 
Telesat of not providing Infer- 
motion to back up Its claim that 
the proposed agreement would 
benefit the public and is the 
only viable alternative open to 
the company. 
Partly in response to ques- 
tions from the critics, the CRTC 
said it was also ordering Tele- 
sat to make publlcnall wrlHen 
reports and studies showing the 
costs and benefits of the pro- 
posed link with the TCTS. 
The CRTC made a similar or. 
der to Bell Canada and the Brit. 
Ish Columbia Telephone Co., 
which are members of the 
TCTS and regulated by the 
carom Isslon. 
Public hearings Into the pro- 
posed  cont ro .~ers la l  
agreement 
are to resume May 16 after an 
about three-week ad;. 
lournment 
because of other unrelated 
CRTC hearings, 
The first of Its kind In B.C., 
this study is an example of the 
type suggested by Dr. Peter H. 
Pearse In the report of the 
Royal Commission on Forest 
Resources. 
"Regional studies," said Dr. 
Pearse, "would reveal op- 
portunltles, deficiencies and 
limiting factors In development 
by examining the resource 
base, scope for new 
manufacturing enterprises and 
other activities, transportation 
facilities and general social and 
technical factors affecting 
resource utilization." 
Breaker... 
breaker... 
suspect. In addition, the line 
Itself should be closely 
examined for abrasions, breaks, 
in the jacket, and damage to the 
copper braid under the lecket. 
If a to.axial plug Is In doubt, It 
should be cud off, discarded, and 
a new one substituted in Its 
,place. 
Flnally, uslng the ohmeter on 
the LOWEST reslstance range, 
measure the cable from one end 
to the other along the same 
conductor. Both the outer breld 
and Inner conductor should 
show an end-to-end reslstence 
of less than one ohm or so. 
Thus, a good co;axlal lne shows 
Infinite resistance BETWEEN. 
the conductors and near-zero 
reslstenee ALONG each con- 
dudor from end to end, 
The final co.axlal ine check Is 
to run transmltter power 
through the llne Into a DUMMY 
load and see how thlngs per. 
form. Placethe dummy load at 
the far end of the llne, hook the 
opplslte end of the llne to your 
CB radio through an SWR 
meter. Tune,up.Jhe equipment . :, 
In the normal manner. A good 
coax line will show practically 
no reverse reading on the SWR 
meter after the Instrument Is 
set for a forward, full-scale' 
reading (In otheP words, the 
SWR is unity, or 1). If the co. 
axlallinepassesthistestlt A. 
Okay and will deliver power to 
your antenna. 
Dummy loads are available 
as a pre-made unit, or you can 
make one yourself very easily, 
and very cheaply. Just give U s 
a shout. 
It should be clear by now to all 
CBers who attend the various 
coffee breaks, lamberees, etc. 
that all CB club functions are 
solely aimed at raising funds to 
be donated to various charities. 
Of the clubs In this area, the 
Tomahawk tribe has been very 
Instrumental In raising 
donations over the year that are 
donated to the Variety Club 
Telethon. Geronlmo, and the" 
others involved, do not even 
take any money out to pay for 
the cost of diplomas, books, etc. 
It ALL Ispassed on. Recently, a 
new title was created, the 
"Sandbagger of the month". It 
Is the task of the person so 
assigned to pack around a 
"sandbag"that Is to have its 
presence felt at a C B gathering. 
Last Sunday, Bunny was told at 
the "other" coffee break that 
the founder was not going 1o 
have any part in If. It Is too bed 
that such a slgnlflcent point had 
to be  made of disallowing 
people to give If they so desire. 
The last Turkey Roll In the 
present series was won ... 
at th~ B.B.C. 
coffee break in the Sandman 
Motel by Tricky.Dicky. He 
wasn't even there to collect It. 
At that same coffee break 
Geronlmo finalized the 
Tomahaw'..raffle. The first 
prize, the ~'ukoner, was on by 
the Drifter, Bill Kindred. The 
second prize, the Junior 
Yukoner, was won by Ion 
Stanley, a non.CBer. 
WSI 688, Don, reports that he 
Is trying to establish an 
"assembly" paint for the for. 
thcomlng week-end with 
regards to WSl lockets. As the 
last two meetings were In 
Terrace, he Is trying to line 
somethlng up perhaps at the 
vicinity of the Lakelse Lake or ? 
Listen In on the Zodiac net' on 
Wednesday night on lower 16 to 
find out further details. 
Don't forget the campeut hat 
will beheld at the Hole.In.the. 
wall the 21st, 22rid, 23rd of May. 
This is an open campout, to all 
CBers, so get all your gear 
ready and come out and loin In 
the fun; 
re s t inventory 
Is for planning 
I 
. .  
1he smoKestacKs at Trai l  may soon be clear, blue might return to 
the sky, and vegetation back to the val ley bottom if members of 
the United Steelworkers of America follow through on their  str ike 
, LOSE COMPETITIVE EDGE?, 
. Im 
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,o,As ,fNe ' ' ,  
DecisiOn 
not ours 
OTTAWA (CP) --  If Car,eda ¢,ca,,sv r, tn;.n , I 
does not take an early decision t . 
on a northern pipeline rrute, ! : 
there Is a risk the decision will "i ; 
he medeln the U.S., Prime t i 
Minister Tredeeu sold Tuesday. 
Trudeau said In the Com,,~o-~ 
the Canadian govornmen" wi,' ~ 
do its best to select • route b'~ ~ . .j 
early fall', although it Is 0' ~de- I no obllgaflun to meet he S~'~t. 1 
deadline he promised U.S. :res- 
ident Jimmy Carter Canada 
'would try to observe. 
If Canada does not decide 
soon on a pipeline route, the 
U.S. could go ahead with the El 
Paso route, "whlch Is cortalnly 
not In the Conedlan Interest," 
Trudeau sold." 
Under the El Paso proposal, 
Ale,ken nature, g., would Beef Mi~ 
move to the Alaska coast by . E ta  
i 
pipeline and from there to Cali- 
fornia by tanker. Rib Roast  Trudeau was replying to Ed Broodbent, New Democratic 
Party leader, who eald the No. 
floral Energy Board was mov. 
leg "with farcical speed" In its 
rushfocomplete l tss .dyo,  A?1.49 Mackenzie Valley pipeline pro: 1st Fiye Ribs 
po.,s. -~ana TOO LITTLE TIME dl l  
Broedbent also charged that a 
study group examining the pes. Grade 
slble Impact of a pipeline tel- 
route across the Yukon was 
given lust three months to do 
its lob, whereas the Berger re- , 
pert on the Mackenzie Valley to 
be tabled next Monday required 
2V= years to prepare. 
He sald the government was 
• on ". I 279 a own pert or under pressure Taste Tells 12 from the U.S." threat, prompted by the br~,,kdown of negotiations between the 'Ear l ier ,  Opposition Whole Kernel fl. oz. 
union and Cominco, and bring production at the important Loader •Vacuum Pack Tins 
smelter to a halt. Joe Clark eslced Trudeau for a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  commitment hat no decision 
wlllbetaken°naplpellner°ute Sky lark  -m.  STRIKENOTICE SERVED *fore full Commons debate, IWheat 16oz. d[,. r |~  
• even If this means calling the 
House beck for special summer lAa  ~.pa(km Lucerne Deluxe QA O 
Trail talks reach impasse Trudeau refused to make any • commitment. • . He also refused a Clark re- 
" . . quest for MPs to have access to 
all documunte, LlnCludlng con- 
TRAIL, B.C.(CP)--Negotla. ~i~ld]nh!T!iFek~iea~: : aff, e~i,nth~ee~c, onW~l:~o::~y;£o:: ~w~i~alr~s~rtda~r~mlkln~tO :l~otYd~randr:~re::rn~::~: Sultonts' reports on possible lions have reoched the do or die overspending, when the Berger 
stage for 5,200 Comlnco workers u ' report and the energy board re. 
in southeastern British Colum. Thursday by the Steelworkers, down with the contract we can operation I  Trail, Saline, Kim. said 
bla, Miles Dean of the United representing 4,~)0 workers, and recommend to the members, barley and Elkford to close the offered benefits translated He would not say If the Bar- • 
Steelworkers of America, said the Assaclatlen of Commercial we'll have to take them on." do~Jn, into an hourly Increase of 4.5 ger report would be referred to 
Tuesday. and Technleal Employees, rep. Steelworkers and ACTE rep- Comlnco said Its two-yEar cents. committee, promising only to Town House • 
Union members had been resenting 585 workers, but ec. resentatlveshavebeenmeating contrectwithapackageofferot Cominco offered the steel, consult Energy Minister Alas. Serve Chilled' 
working without a contract for tier was postponed while nego-., since Sunday with 12 Cominco wages and benefits is close to workers base rates of $6.75 and talr Gillesple on the mafte~. 
threedayswhllethenegotlatlng . tlatlons continued, negotiators, the federal anti-Inflation board $7.01 an hour,. 48 f l .  OZ. Tin 
c o.m m.l~t .e e.werked almost_~ "1 .think this sesslonl tllis If no agreement Is reached, guldellnes of six.per cent the ~ " . . . .  ] ; d ' " P . . . . .  " ' . . . . . . .  ' ' 
, ' - '  ~' ; " % ~ : ~ "  i ~ " "~ '~ ' ;~ " ~ ~, ' ! ' "  ~;" ' "  ' "  v • ' " ' " ' • - ~ . . . . . . .  '~  , . ' .  ~ '  " . '  ~ '~ " " " ": " ' Ippl " ~TEELWORKER$ ~ UHiVERSlnr0FBRglSHC0LUMBIA o laoo  Town House 690 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 14 fl. oz. Tin 2 for. 
F igh  f ..... fe  nd i t i  ~ ANDBUSINESS'ADMINISTRATION ( t o r  so  r co  onE .. c0o.,..,0, w,,. I Tuna Fish .,c"rt°., FI. White 
' THE REAL ESTATE COUNCIL OF B.C. ~yz OZ. Tin 990 
f oc  u s a t u n i o n c o r iven  f I 0 n FOUR-YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES IN 
WINNIPEG ,CP , ' - -  The Wllllom Mahoney. stepping clalandfederalperllaments." work, newklllersandcrlpplers URBAN ~ N D  ECONOMICS i~_ . _ raper  T o w e l s  
united steelworkers of Amer- downafter 21 years as national "The jobs at which thousands are found." Commencing early in Septamber, these c0ursesare available by c0r- 
ice, o leader .In the union fight director of the steelworkers, of our members earn their IIv- The union must continue to__ resp0ndence and lectures through the Faculty of Commerce and 
for safety In the work place, to. said in • report to delegates the ing also cause their death," press for legislative protection, Business Administration ofthe University of Bdtish Columbia in co- 
day opened a three-clay con. campaign for safe work envl- Mahoney said. said Mahonoy, who has been operati0nwJththeRealEstataC0urlcilofBritJshColumbia. AA C 
verifier to set new policies for' ronments"may be fought at the • "Every day, among the thou- approached by the federal gov- Tru ly  Fine 
its 197,000 Canadian mem. bergalnlngtable, but lt must be sands of chemicals and gases ernment dtake a seat In the These courses, which are distinct from the Real Estate pre-licensing Assorted CA)burs 
bars. won on the floors of the provln- our members are exPOsed to at Senate. courses, are limited to persons already amp eyed in the vocation Of Package of 2 Rolls 
The union primarily repre ,  realestate, appraisal or associated flelds, 
• 
' ~nts workers in the mining and In the fourth year of the program, five options are offered:: " 
o: 
Oil-natural gas price parity 
foreseen by industry leaders 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- An 
Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd. 
spokesman hos told the British 
Columbia Energy Commlseion 
that Inland bellev.es various 
government ' pronoun- 
cements. 
that natural gas prices will tiered the Increase and Inland's 
proposal to use such procedures reach parity with oll prices and Inland.lawyer Michael Goldle 
• as deferred accounting wants to be prepared. , . said the Increase would mean 
Richard B. Stokes, Inland's He said equal upward revisions to ell 
executive vice.president and its Inland appeared to be seeking a cateq0rles of customer except 
policy witness; was addressing deferment of tax payments' theflrst step of the reslclentlal 
the commission during hearings which would In effect give it an rate. He said it "represents the 
Tuesday Into a proposed rate interest-fred loan. ,, , first Increase that-inland has 
increase of 27 cents per thou. Stokes replied, once we ve sought" in Its 2O.year'hlstory. 
AeOVE ~SlX PEa CEN~ ~ 
Government's target inflation 
rate likely to be surpassed. 
• 0TTAWA (C.P.).-- The annual to comment b'n Statements by will end this October: The gov-' 
Inflation rate ThiS year liKely anti.Inflation beord, officials, ernment has said It Intendsto 
will surpass the six.per.cent, who had said the Inflation rate lift the controls, probably this 
sand cubic feet by the com" reached parity with olh it would" 
pony. ' be too late to effect this type of 
change because it'would make 
Lawyer William Esson of us non.competitive." (The cam- 
Vancouver, representing six pony proposes to generate cash 
for. Internally rather than go to  
est products compenles, ques., hlgh-,coet capital markets.) 
had been revised to se'ven per 
cent from six per cent for the 
second year of controls. 
. Macdonald replied that he 
had said in his' March 31 budget 
speech that the Inflation target 
would be hard to meet. 
AFFECTS OTHERS 
Revision of Inflation targets 
would have wlde-ronglng of. 
fects 
throughout he Canodlan econ- 
omy because controls ere linked 
to the Inflation target rate., 
The second year of controls 
year, but has refused to give a j 
~te. 
Macdonald said he expects to 
present to Parliament this 
month a green paper discussing 
the government's Idea of how It 
plans to lift controls, 
He said voluntary targets for 
'wage and price Increases likely 
will be set for the decontrol pp. 
rled. 
The government Would have 
"to set reasonable standards 
parties could follow." 
limit set for the second year of 
price and wage controls, FI- 
nonce Minister Donald Macdo. 
haiti saidin the CoMmons Tues. 
da"Yi hope we wll!'not go to the 
seven.per.cent level," but the 
rate Is 'being pushed higher. 
than the six.per.cent target, 
Macdonald said In answer to 
Lincoln Alexander (PC--HamJ 
liteR.West ), 
Alzyander, Conservative 
man. 
power critic, asked Macdonald 
basic steel Industries, but its e REAL ESTATE 
membership also Includes 
mere. • MORTGAGE LENDIHG • APPRAISAL 
bars In met~al manufacturing, 
chemicals, electronics and • REAL ESTATE TAX ASSESSMENT 
other • PROPERTY MANA6EMENT 
Industries. Final date for submission of applications for register  In the 
The 300 delegates attending " course is July 31,1977. 
the policy convention are to dis. Detail's~and Registration Forms may be obtained from: 
cuss their union's position on 
unemployment, "national V.J. Ferguson, Supervisor, Real Estate Division, 
unity Faculty of Commerce & Business Admini~don, 
and Joint economic planning by University of British Columbia, • 
business, government anc~ la- 
b s r . . .  Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5 ~, • 
l 
, ..... .... IStrawberr ies  
' ' C 
' Potatoes 
WE HAVE:  
• Hand Irons $2.00 each I ~,~lif°rnia. New r /h  o a c l  
Singer Sewing Machines $60.00 each I Crop. White Rose _--" • ~r i l l l~  - ,  | 
Spir it  Duplicator . $15.00 each No. 1 Grade V Ibs' V V  
School Desks (Limited Number) $3.00 each 
Open t() I~i(I is the following miscellaneous equipment: . . _Sales in Retail Quantities Only. 
. 1 new garage door - -  3 electric kitchen ranges - -  calculator 
electric,adding machin( .  - -  16 mm projectors - -cassette recorder 
- -d rum set - -  Gestetner 
Items on Display 'and Bids taken on Saturday. Successful bidders to 
be notified Monday, May 9th, 1977 
I I 
L 
l 
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Davis' facts 
are  suspect 
Energy minister Jack Davis' assessment of 
Industry attitudes toward the proposed 
Kitimat tanker port may be, from his 
vlewpelnt, just stating the "facts of life", but 
from a northern perspective, they show an 
Intolerable disregard for local concerns and a 
serious error in judgement. His approach is 
tantamount to bigotry, his tact nonexistent, 
his political judgement absent. 
Davis' values are so transparently 
pecuniary as to lack credibility. He says 
Kitimat is preferable to the' south¢oast not 
because it may be closer, not because it might 
be navigably safer, but rather because less 
people live here than in the vicinity of other 
proposed terminals, like Cherry Point and 
Port Angeles. In other words, when the 
Inevitable spill occurs, oil companies won't 
risk as much in losses through civil suits. The 
only difference, according to the minister, is 
that between a channel sparsely populated by 
-indians and a heavily.popuJ-at~d,~hly- 
doveloped area of va I uao I e RrT-o-~pe r~s :  
Judge for yourse[~eSwl~ether t-~h-a'~l ist 
"nction~berders on racism: 
In discussions with Washlngten state of- 
ficials in February, Davis reeled offa series of 
astonishing statements that illustrate the 
province's bankrupt approach to this Issue. 
Said the minister: 
"Wel l ,  i f  I was an'611 i~orfipany.tooking a+ the 
two, Che/'ry Point (Washington) versus 
Kit imat,  I would much prefer K l t lmat  because 
the damages in the Puget Sound.Strait of 
Georgia area have some dollar signs on them. 
People with property.waterfronts and so on. 
"In the Kltimat area there's practically 
nobody and then" the shoreline is straight up 
and down. It's rock. 
"Who's going to sue you? Who's hurt? How 
do you quantify it? Very little damage that's 
really identifiable in dollars up there even 
with a very bad oil spill, whereas down here 
,you could have an incredible b i l l . . . "  
Of the native people who live along the inlet 
and depend upon it for food, he dispatched the 
concern wi th  a callous: "Wel l ,  those are real ly  
the only peoplewho are physically located 
anywhere along the route with permanent 
residence." Incredible. 
Davis is supposed to be negotiating on 
behalf of British columb!ans, yet he ymows a 
striking lack of understanding and un. 
fortunate insensitivity on the Issue. While he 
admits that the nil port.pipeline route has little 
.benefit to B.C., besides the short-term gain 
from employment, he displayed all his cards 
atthe bargaining table. It's Ilkethe o!d SGcred 
government's come-and.get-it attitude about 
resources and land in B.C.: "We've got the 
resources, we've got the resources, we've got 
all the open spaces, so come and get it." 
At present, the federal government is 
conducting an inquiry into the feasibility of the 
Kltimat port. The chairman, Andrew 
Thompson, has an understanding of the Issue 
and a depth of awareness that far exceeds Mr. 
Davis'. 'Thank heavens. Commission cousel 
Russell Anthony is an expert on en- 
vironmental law. 
But for,lhe Inquiry to be successful, for it not 
to be just a useless charade, Victoria must 
show a willingness to await its findings and at 
least a tacit concern for what is being done. 
Not a groping for short.term gain at any cost. 
The prov inc ia l  government's record in public 
hearings, notably the farce that  preceded 
approval  of the Revelstoke Dam, has bred in 
environmental is ts  a sense of cynicism, of 
being taken in. Groups have come to feel that 
the government  is not at al l  concerned about 
these inquir ies.  Hearings become l itt le more 
• than charades. Concerned citizens spend al l  
their  money to appear but reports are sti l l  
issued saying, in token language, "we must 
protect the env i ronment"  whi le  grant ing 
approval  in terms discussed pr io r  to the 
hearings. 
That  the federal government, is conducting 
the commission wi l l ,  at least, put Mr .  Davis 
and his comments in the proper context that  
of being to ta l ly  I r re lvant,  
q~ 
In terpret ing the news 
,L!ttle: suppo  t fo Ulste Iko " r. r .r wa ut, S 
ut for work But as the day The British government now prove thankless Many workers lance . the strike. But there was doubt 
LONDON (CP) - -  Initial re- wore on, reports of Intimidation has more than 16,000 troops In may decide that the. sire of the Paisley, heading a group• that many could withstand the 
ports Indicate that the general became widespread and more Northern Ireland after airlifting hyce Is still too smaP to pro. called the United Unionist .Ac. pressures of the Ulster Defance 
'strike called by hard-line Prot- 
~sts'nts In Northern Ireland has 
been far from effective. But 
there was enough response to 
raise fears of major violence In 
the days ahead. 
The Immedlafe response sug- 
gestod that most Protestants 
were reluctant o heed the call 
from Rev. Inn Paisley and his 
extremists. Most of them turned 
Shops and schools began to 
dose. 
Many observers questioned 
whether even the presence of 
an Increased British military 
force would prevent economic 
paralysis in the six counties 
which have been tortured by 
bloodshed and destruction In the 
last eight years. 
1,200 members of'the British 
Mobile Emergency Force. Pos. 
sibly some of these may be able 
to man vital services but most 
of themwill be on patrol work( 
to protect workers who want to 
turn up In fa;torles, shipyards 
and shops and to try to prevent 
clashes between Protestant and 
Roman Catholicmllltsrlts. 
fiut the lob of the troops may 
vide complete protection. And 
of course there Is always the 
threat of revenge by the :,t,ll 
tents should workers conx~nue 
to Ignore the call for , ge~',,! 
strike.. 
Protestant MP Ha "y Wes~ 
and others opposed to *he sh i ; -  
demand fear tidal the .-.oere~r.; 
and Intlmldatlon may galn mo 
mentum, leading to serious vl, 
• 
"IOTINA'T "DISTRICT COUNCIL NoPose " 
EXTENDING UNDAP, IE,3 TO ONION LAEE. 
I 
Voice of the *readers, 
Spill costs an industry burden 
Dear Mr. Tony Pearse :  
Received y0ur-l~t-f~ ol 
March IGth in regard to the 
Kimimat Pipeline. I was 
pleased to have your views 
and agree there are many 
unanswered questions, and 
for this reason I wrote to 
three Ministers last Fall 
asking them to carry out 
studies so they would have 
their homework done in 
time for the Energy Board 
hearings. The Deportments 
I contacted were Transport, 
Env i ronmentand 
Recreation. I'm encrosing a 
copy. I further wrote to the 
Chairman of the Energy 
Board asking for the 
hearings to be in this area as 
many wishing to be present 
couldn't afford to go to 
Ottawa. I still haven't had a 
reply. 
I'm not sure how to nail 
down the Industry by 
Federal legislation as to 
their responsibility in case 
of a spill. It must be done 
and not being a lawyer it 
may seem easier than it is to 
make the sh ippers  
responsible which in this 
case is mainly B.P. and 
Richfield from Alaska; and 
could be many others from 
other shipping points. 
However, 95 percent will 
come from the Seven 
Sisters. There is simply no 
way the taxpayers hould 
pay for the spill, especially 
m cases like this where the 
oil is destined for the United 
States. If it was all going to 
be used by our people it 
might be different. 
If as you say we can't 
charge a throughput levy, 
then we are more backward 
than Syria that charged 14.6 
cents a barrel back in 1966. 
We stand the risk and we 
must get revenue as this is 
the approximate cost of 
moving the oil by tanker to 
Califorida. 
As to your comments on 
No. 3 that a reasonably 
sophisticated traffic control 
system couldn't be installed 
for two years, I do not 
accept and quote from the 
Marine Review on 
Navigational Aid: 
"One of the most 
sophisticated navigational 
.systems in the world has 
recently gone into use along 
the British Columbia coast. 
Known as Loran-C, the $3 
mill io, system will be 
operated by the Canadian 
Coast Guard's western 
region as part of a series of 
electronic navigational 
chains on the Pacific Coast. 
A formal agreement was 
conc luded  between 
Canadian and U.S. 
governments : last year, .  
providing ~ for the 
establishment, maintenance 
and operation of the Loran-C 
transmitting station and its 
associated monitor-control 
station in British Columbia. 
When fully operational some 
time in April, this system, 
because of its greater 
accuracy and reliability, 
will provide distinct 
navigatmnal advantages to 
all forms of shipping from 
Seattle to Alaska sailing 
anywhere up to about 1,000 
miles off the British 
Columbia Coast." 
I'm convinced we will 
require outside oil if we wish 
to drive our cars and heat 
our homes for the simple 
reason I think there will be 
so many restrictions on 
development i  Canada plus 
the unsettled Indian and 
Eskimo land claims that we 
the same number of people 
on a better scheme. 
The main reason our 
economy has gone downhill 
since 1972 is because we 
have developed a negative 
attitude where it is 
fashionable to be against an 
issue or development, 
rather than be for anything. 
It is easy to criticize 
companies for coming in if 
they can keep their heads 
above water rather than 
being charitable and work 
or invest only for the good of 
others: a nice philosophy 
but  un for tunate ly  
unpractical under our 
present economic system. 
The former Government 
had good intentions in 
getting in desirable 
industries, yet the records 
toll us 14 of the 16 either lost 
money or went bankrupt. 
I'm not  against subsidies, 
however, it all cgmes from 
the taxpayer. With hour 
high costs due to excessive 
m(tustries in Canada are 
viable economic ventures 
any more, and over 200 have 
left B.C. along this year for 
~areas with l~s rb~u]atiO~iL J 
:If this cont~es,  th~'somf  
won't be enough taxpayers 
to pay the subsidies. 
I do appreciate your  
remarks as it does bring 
problem areas to our 
attention and must say you 
do a good job of that. I only 
wish I could get the same 
amount of energy and ideas 
in getting our costs down 
and those unfortunate 
um~vqpoyed people back to 
WORK. ' 
I'm enclosing a copy of an 
article in the Executive 
Review which you will find 
interesting, especially the 
paragraph on Exxon 
financing the environmental 
groups in the U.S. to stop the 
Alaska Oil to further their 
financial interests. 
Yours very truly, 
Cyril M. Shelford, 
~11 be unable to supply re{gulations, very few M L A S k e e n a 
ourselves for some time, 
and only when attitudes SO d 
change, which won't happen cre  governrnent 
till there is a shortage. • ~- 
So far neither you nor II deliver 
,nyone else has so far must  s t i  
proved that all spills wil l  
obliterate our fish as you! 
suggest. First we must ask 
ourselves why didn't the 
wartime spills have any 
apparent effect on our 
fisheries, as there were 
more oil tankers torpedoed 
and bombed during that 
time than will be spilled for 
the next fifty years by 
accidents. This is a good 
area for research, as it is not 
theory, it is fact -- they did 
go down and what happened 
to the oil. Why didn'~ it 
destroy the fish. 
As to the reason I and 
many others have the notion 
you and other groups are 
against development is for 
the simple reason we think 
of various projects opposed 
such as the. burns Lake 
Sawmill, '*John Stokes 
News Letter" ;  Smithers 
plywood plant, one of the 
c leanest  indust r ies ;  
Smithers SPE, and others; 
various timber sales; the 
steel mill and pipeline "all 
groups", Kemano 2 and 
others. 
On the other hand we can't 
think of one practical 
project you and others came 
out in favour. Hopefully, all 
groups will in future snow 
responsibility in opposing a 
project and offer an 
alternative for employing 
Editor, 
Terrace Herald: 
While watching the program 
Capital Comment on TV 
recently I could not help 
become a bit disturbed by the 
'attitude of the program's guest, 
Social Credit MLA Mr. Kerster.' 
The topic of discussion was 
the tntroducflen of the In. 
dependent School Act by the 
social Credit government. One 
of the program's panelists 
suggested that a referendum 
vote be taken, to which Mr. 
Kerster replied: The people of 
B.C. voted for us on Decer~bor 
11, 1975 and In doing so they 
voted for the Independent 
School Act as this was our 
mandate. 
There were no doubt some 
who voted for the Social Credit 
party because of their promise 
to Introduce this act, but It 
certainly was not the reason for 
the Socreds winning the elec- 
tion. 
It was, however, thelr 
promlse of putting B.C. beck on 
Its feet and many, many other 
promises the Socreds made 
during their'election campaign 
that won them the election. 
So far they have not met any 
of these promises and In fact 
have done lust the opposite. 
Arnle 
Terrace 
tlan Council, has called the, Assoclatkipend its allled pera. 
strike to force the British gay- mllltery groups known for fhelr 
ernmant to step up Its offensive skill In armed Intimldatran. 
agalnat the Irish Republican Aside from the immediate 
Army (IRA) and to restore the. dar)ger of violence, an Impor. 
Protentaltt-dominated ~pht question IS what will hap. 
raglanal ,.j~.~lhen if.the strike suddenly col. 
parliament which ,,o, lapsos. : 
abollshed The Guerdlan In an edltorlal 
MINISTERS MEET 
in 1972. 
DEMAND REJECTED 
The British government flatly 
relented the ultimatum and 
quickly airlifted reln- 
forcemonts, 
tsklng the strike call as a 
serious threat. 
A similar move In thespring 
of 1974 brought life In the'six 
counties to • halt end smHbed 
the five.month-old local govern- 
meat in which Protestants and 
Roman Catholics shared power. 
It li-t~e Issue of power~har- 
Ing on which all subsequent at. 
tempts at resuming normal gov- 
ernment In Ulster have col. 
lapsed. 
Unlike 1974, however, Isadlng 
Ulster politicians and unions 
"this time showed opposition to 
said collepse would mean "the 
scope for further work towards 
' a redefinition of power.sharing, 
end hence towards peace, will 
be all the'greafar," because it 
• would reveal the hard.line Prof. 
estants to be without popular 
'support. • - 
Paisley himself has said he 
will quit p011fics If the strike 
falls. This Istaken with a large 
grain of daft by most Ulster ob. 
servers familiar with the 
• cleric's psllflcal ambition. 
Whatever the outcome of the 
strike, to the extent that It 
raises fear In both Protestant 
a n d Catholic communities 
would make pescomaklng more 
difficult In the poriod Imme. 
• dletely ahead. 
Behind the news 
Fa fear rmers  ! 
n ew du st ibo wl 
By JOHN TWIGG 
REGINA [CP) - -  A Prairie 
dust storm, a phenomenon 
which hasn't been seen here for 
many years, now Is an almost 
dally occurrence. 
The cause Is a combination oi 
strong winds and no rein, and It 
becomes particularly bad when 
the ground Is warm and a cold 
air massmoves overhead. 
Bob Jacobs of the Regina 
weather office said those candl- 
lions combined Saturday to 
"boll up" the air, sending dust' 
clouds as high as 10,000 feet. 
Wind speeds Saturday were 
up to 80 kllometree an hour, 
and Monday at noon they were 
upto 59. 
They reduced visibility across 
the southern greln belt, roughly 
from Saskatonn south to the. 
U.S..Canada border, to about 
one mile In blowing dust. 
VISIBILITY REDUCED i 
. .,~?me commjJnitles, ~uch~.as( 
~ e  '~ ,  l~d v i s lh t l l t~  
a mlle. 
There Ires hesn virtually no 
prec ip i ta t ion  s ince 
August, 
making It the driest wlntsr 
ant dustbowl. 
But above average rainfall In 
recent years has prevented ust 
storms and soil drifting, and 
1962 was the last year when 
there was a serious dust prob. 
em. 
"it 's an amazing country," 
says Dick Nakamure, who has 
been here 21 years. 
LOOKS FOR RAIN 
"One thing I've leerned Is 
that we could have all the mak. 
• Ings of a serious drought and 
then In the next two weeks it 
could rain and there'd be no 
more problem." 
Nakamura Is spokesman for 
the Prairie Farm 
Rehabilitation 
Admlnlstratlan (PFRA), the 
agency crested.In response to 
the calamity of the .30s dust 
bowl. 
Other farm exports point out 
that there has never been a 
crop failure In the early spring, 
but government agencies are 
taking Oore then the usual pre. 
cautions. 
Bill Harrlnger, manager of 
program Implementation for 
the 
federal department of regional 
economic expansion (OREE) 
said mestlngs have been taking 
place with various departments 
of the three Prairie govern. 
meats to discuss possible meas- 
ures. 
These Include reinststlng the 
deep.well program last used In 
Seeking price de :ontrol 
ness and labor groups. 
Business and labor have "the 
outline of a rough draft of what 
we assume a green paper" on 
anding controls will look like, 
federal .finance officials say. 
Zut no action on a final draft 
will be taken before the prov- 
Inces are consulted today. 
The federal green pa~-r-br~ 
anding controls Is to be released 
later this month. It will be a 
discussion paper, not a policy 
By GLENN SOMMERVILLE- 
OTTAWA (CP) , Federal 
and provlllclal finance 
ministers 
meet here today In a continuing 
effort to find a way to ease out 
of pay and price controls. 
The closed-door conference 
follows several meetings in re- 
cent weeks between Finance 
Minister Donald Macdonald, 
other federal officials, end busl. 
since 1902, and ,virtually no .  
snow run-off Is creating wa~r ' 
communities, shortages for many Prairie T O O  
The conditions are reminding 
vetsran farmers of tho dirty MANY 
'30s, when continued ryness re- 
duced the Great Plains to a gl. 
sTUDiNTS 
1962 to find Water at depths 
greater than 100 feet, and ex. 
pandlng Irrigation prolects. 
CH ECKS SU PPLI ES 
And federal officials ha~)e 
been taking an inventory 6f 
fend and seed supplies in the 
event that a drought reduces 
production. 
The . Saskatchewa~ 
govern. 
mant for the last month ha 
been helping farmers fill thai 
dug.outs by supplying the equir 
mant to pump water from dl: 
tsnces up to several miles. 
The crop situation so far 
not serious because there 
adequate moisture In sutural 
fallow fields (those not usec 
last season to grope crop). 
And the loss of top soil has 
not yet become a widespread 
problem boceuse of the sum- 
mar.fellow ground cover, im- 
proved sgll management ech- 
nlquos mid government warn- 
lags to fm;mers not to stir-up ald~;~ • 
ready dry fields. 
But If the strong winds and 
lack of i~-eclpitatlon continue, 
soil drifting soon may become a 
serious problem. 
statement, officials say'. 
In fact, there are wide splits, 
both between provinces and be. 
tween provincial and federal 
levels of government, on how to 
and controls without a new 
burst of Infletlunary pressures. 
WANTS COMMITTMENT 
The federal government says 
mandatory controls cannot end 
early unless there Is a com. 
mltment from buslness and In. 
hor to Voluntarily restrain wage 
and price demands. 
OTTAWA-(CP) - -A  Statistic; 
Canada report says the glut of 
university and community col- 
lege educated students will con- 
tinue for the next 15 years, pos. 
slbly cresting massive soclah 
econemlc ,and political prob. 
lants. 
The report, released Tuesday 
by the federal agency, says 
young people leaving post.esc- 
andary schools until about 1990 
will face grim employment 
prospects even If eerolment In 
those schools Is curtailed. 
Zclta Zslgmond, one of the re- 
port's authors, said It Is the 
first time a statistical study has 
been done In Canada to Indlcato 
what happens to i|tudente leav- 
Ing post.socondary schools. 
Although the study Is focussed 
on Ontario because It was fi- 
nanced In pert by the provincial 
government, general trends and 
predictions can be applied to 
ether provinces, Zslgmond said. 
LIST FINDINGS 
The 224-page report also 
shows that: 
--The labor force Is becoming 
Incresslngly befter.educsted. 
In 
1966, one-quarter of all Onfarlo 
students leaving school had at- 
tended a university or commu- 
nity college, but by 1986 this fig- 
we will rise to 50 per cent. 
--Young poople began leaving 
Ontario In droves In 1974 to find 
Jobs In other provinces, particu- 
larly In the West. 
'--The myth that a university 
degree Is a passport o a lob is 
etfacflvely dead. Four months 
after greduatlng from a univer- 
sity In 1974, 29 per cent of stu- 
dents were~ still unemployed or 
under.empioyed. 
--A second but less dr.amatlc 
baby boom~ will start to occur 
this year as members of the 
original post.war baby boom 
start having children. The peak, 
of the second baby boom will 
Increase high school onrolments 
In the mld.1990s after a consid- 
erable decline. 
I 
I 
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C'mon along to Singer 
The Athena* 2000 Electronic Machine 
Let a new electronic era of sewing begin for you. This incredible lec- 
tronic sewing machine puts all its stitches at your fingertips. Just se- 
lect your stitch. Touch a button. And sew. Instantly! You can switch 
f rom stitch to stitch just by touching a button: No cams to insert. No 
complicated adjustments. The Athena is programmed by a solid-state 
electronic "brain' even smaller than a thimble. Every stitch you 
could want is built into a computerized "mernoi'y bank"..Countless 
sewing,tasks are performed in a fraction of the usual time. Enjoy an 
Athena 2000 machine demonstration now. Re. $949.95t" 
The Fashion-Mate* Zig-Zag with Cabinet 
A practical, sew-anything:inachine, feature-packed forvalue. Straight 
and zig.zag stitching plus 3 needle positions let you make buttonholes. 
sew on buttons, oeverdge and mend, All without attachments! You 
also get our famous front drop-in bobbin, push button reverse and 
settings for a complete range of fabric weights, Plus. the contempo- 
raw "Sherbrooke" cabinet to help keep you organized, every stitch of 
• <L ' ;  
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The Golden Powermaster* 
Vacuum 
Singer's triple action deluxe upright. Five 
position pile selection allows nozzle adjust- 
memt for thorough cleaning of any carpet 
from patio to super-shag, The floating vi- 
brator brush offers maximum cleaning effi- 
ciency, Automatic ord real rewind for 20- 
< 
% 
C'mon along to Sale-A-Thon ! 
/ 
The Ultra-portableGenie* 
Sewing Machine 
Here's a lightweight, with the heavyweight features you 
need to tackle any sewing job. The versatile Genie is a go- 
anywhere portable completewith i~ewn glide-on carrying 
case. You get built-in zigzag, stretch, blindstiteh, multi- 
stitch and straight stitches. Plus. famous Singer front drop-in 
bobbin, 3 needle positions, snap-on presser feet and 
pushbutton reverse. The Singer Genie -- pretty, practical 
and priced just right. 
f 
f 
MORE 
SUPERSAVINGS 
c.z3 W/' 
I 
"C 'mon along to Sale-A-Thon" price 
t INGER 
\ 
y 
SALE ENDS MAY 14TH 
TERRACE SEWING CENTRE 
4717 Lakelse Avenue. Ten'ace. B.C. Phone ' 635.5315 
• . . '  
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THE FORMER FRENCH CAPITAL in Newfoundland, Placenta 
now derives its importance from its exceptionally bequtifuI site 80 
miles (129 kilometres) west of St. John's. This view from Castle 
Campaign 
By ED SIMON 
TORONTO (CP), • Premier 
William Davis and Opposition 
Leader Stephen Lewis fired 
their opening salvos In the 
Ontario election campaign 
Monday, sounding as though 
they had been peeking at each 
other's ~crlpts. 
While the NDP leader was 
attacking the Progressive 
Conservative government's 
environmental policies and 
predicting that Davis would be 
expounding on the differences 
between socialism end free 
enterprise and, the premier 
predicted that Lewis would 
ottack the government's an. 
vlronmental policies. 
Liberal Leader Stuart Smith 
stayed out of the line of fire, 
working on campaign strategy 
for the June 9 election before his 
first scheduled public ap- 
pearance Thursday night. 
The opening stages were In 
marked contrast to the 1975 
campaign, when Davis and 
Smith's predecessor, Robert 
Nlxon, engaged In a series of 
vigorous exchanges while the 
NDWs attacks on the govern- 
ment were virtually Ignored. 
The change In Conservative 
tactics was obviously dictated 
by the results of the 1975 
balloting, which cost Davis his 
majority in the legislature while 
the NDP unseated the Liberals 
~s the' official Opposition. At 
dlssolutlen, the Conservatives 
had 52 of the 125 seats In the 
house to the NDP's 38 and the 
Liberals' 35. 
CALLED ELECTION 
[)avis called the election 
Friday after the oppositlen 
parties combined to amend a 
clause In the government's rent- 
control legislation. 
In an Interview and a later 
address to a nomination 
meeting, the premier sald an 
NDP government would create 
bureaucratic structures at a 
time when Ontario needs people 
willing to take risks In an at. 
mosphere where profit Is not a 
dirty word. 
For his part, Lewis said the 
NDP would not shy away from 
any attempt by the premier to 
focus the campaign on the 
dlfferences between free en. 
terprise and saclallsm, while 
Smith said In an Interview he 
will devote much of his cam. 
palgnlng to economic Issues. 
In his speech at the 
nomination meeting, Davis said 
he expected the' NDP to attempt 
to obscure the "real Issue" of 
economic security by raising 
such matters as environmental 
pollution. 
The government Is equally 
concerned about the en. 
vlronment, he said, but much of 
the chemical contamlnatlon of 
waterways has natural causes 
and the NDP likely would try to 
blame the government. 
A few miles away, at another 
nomination meeting, Lewis said 
a list released Monday by the 
natural resources department 
of about 17 lakes containing 
contaminated fish, was about 30 
lakes short of a list compiled by 
his own party from previous 
releases by the department. 
There was no disagreement 
among the leaders on national 
unity, described as "very 
crucial" by the premier while 
Lewis said all three parties are 
committed to a strong and 
united Canada. 
,Bill of righ*ts. 
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. 
(AP) -- The United States 
Olympic :Committee ended its 
three-day meeting Sunday by 
giving America's amateur ath- 
letes their strongest, bill of 
rights ever. 
With little opposition, the ath- i 
,letes gained an amendment to 
the USOC Constitution that gave 
them a recourse if they feel 
they are being deprived of the, 
chance to compete in an inter- 
national event. 
They ean take their ease 
against the offending USOC 
member to binding arbitration. 
And, i f  the sports organization 
involved is a non-USOC mem- 
ber, like the NCAA, the USOC 
will provide moral and financial 
Support to the athlete. 
Hill National HistoricPark shows the fishing village known to the 
French as early as the 16th century. 
IN THE COMMONS 
SAYS CLAUDE RYAN 
I I  I 
Pe.ssimism pe rvade..s 
'S in .today Que be..c 
By ESTELLE DORAIS 
MONTREAL (CP)--The r,,r. 
rent wave of notionall ,m "n 
Quebec Is much n~ore pe~;slm;: 
tic then previous ones, .e L'V 
volr publisher Claude Ryrq Sale 
Tuesday. 
Ryan told delegates to the Ft. 
nanclal Analysts Federatlon's 
international conference that 
the Partl Quehecols has "a des- 
perate Interpretation of his- 
tow--It bet level French culture 
Is doomed.". 
Ryan added that there is sub- 
stentlal evidence to support he 
;PQ's Interpretation. 
,'=-or Instance, In 1867 there 
were twice as many French Ca- 
nadlens in the other provinces 
a~ in Quebec, he said. 
"But the other provinces be- 
r~.me reserved for the English 
and in the 19th century and 
~ome periods of the ~th, the, 
;,-ench moved back to Qua- 
~¢." 
French Canadians who r~ 
r alnod In the other provinces 
were assimilated to  a "very 
considerable xtent." 
The PQ's brand of nation- 
alism is also more assertive 
t h a n previous natfonallst!c 
IN QUEBEC 
Outside i terest end the rest of Canada. / Canadians are In the midst of 
n a difficult period but this 
doesn't prevent hem from IIv. 
lag normally, he said. 
cont ro I dec i sio n s/ erAnldcalnsV : thet°ur laSnU?tthha  
, the Impact of politics is much 
, less,than the headllnes, even 
By PABLO FENJVES . . . .  The real economic declslen- 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Franco.' making centres in Quebec are 
phone businessmen play a mar. controlled by people that don't, 
ginal role in Queboc's economic .belOng to our community," 
Tremblay told the Montreal dis- 
trict Chamhre de Commerce. 
" I t  should be evident to all 
that a bilingual Quebec in a 
.uoilingual Canada perpetuates 
our lacking economic dynam- 
ism. (It) is the centrifugal force 
which casts the French busl. 
nessman into the periphery." 
decision-making because 
strings are pulled from outside 
.the province, Industry Minlst~.r 
Redrlque Tremhlay said Tues. 
day. 
movements, "not only In Indl. 
vidual terms but In collective 
terms--the notion of a dlfforent 
nation Is much stronger today." 
PURSUIT OF POWE R 
He said It Is more oriented to. 
wards the pursuit of power 
rather than towards the fradi. 
Nasal defensive demand for 
more language rights. 
"There Is a deep conviction 
that they  (French Canadians) 
form a distinct saclety, even a 
different natlen, but they are 
still dividod as to whether this 
society ought to exist in a soy. 
erelgn me. nner or within the Ca. 
nadlan federal structure." 
He said that while the PQ has 
no mandate for separation, it 
has no wish to deal with Ottawa 
take a more stringent position. 
U.S. government data In the 
last few days, meanwhile, have 
given a strong picture of the 
trend of business activity. 
Last 
Friday, for example, the U.S. 
commerce depar tment  
reported 
a 1.4.per.cent lump In the Index 
of leading economic Indicators 
during March. 
Standard and Poor,'s Index of 
400 Industrlals rose .S4to 110.09, 
and S and P's 500.stock com. 
poslte Index was up .50 at 99.43. 
The blggest.galner on the ac- 
tive Ilet as of the 4 p.m. NYSE 
close was Babcock and Wilcox, 
up lZ/e at $45 on turnover of  
485,000 shares. 
NEW YORK tAP) --  The 
stock market, apparently still 
unfazed by signs of slightly 
tighter U.S. credit, posted some 
small but widespread gains 
Tuesday. 
• Trading plcked up from Mon- 
day's sluggish pace. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 
Industrial stocks settled for a 
2.97 advance to 934.19, after a 
4.32-point rise Monday. 
what stocks did: 
Tue.Men 
Advances 965 891 
Declines• 473 408 
Unchanged 451 492 
Total issues 1,889 1,871 
NYSE volume reached 21.95 
mllllon shares, up from 17.97 
mllllon Monday. 
Signs began to appear last 
week that the Federal Reserve 
might have begun encouraging 
U.S. Interest rates to rise a bit 
in order to curb the growth of 
the money supply,. 
GAINS GROUND 
But the Dow has gained 
ground In five of the last six 
sessions, chalking up a net gain 
of nearly 20 points since the 
close a week ago Monday. 
Analysts said the fact that the 
market had been steady late 
• last week seemed to encourage 
additional buying as the current 
week began. 
Burns' comments Tuesday 
ap. 
poared to contain no unexpected 
news for Investors. In fact, bro. 
kers said It appeared some tra. 
ders had been expecting him to 
~* 
Tighter credit foreseen 
but stock market gains 
A block of 31,728 Class A 
shares of Nordalr Ltd. at $2.50 
a share was the largest of the 
54 block trades. 
Talcorp Associates Ltd. was 
second with 26,800 Class A 
shares at $10 a share, followed 
by 23,300 shares of Ultramans' 
Ltd. at $3 a share. 
Four Bell Canada blocks to. 
tailing 14,900 shares were 
traded at $48.50 • share. 
A trading halt called at Fri- 
day's opening continues in 
shares of Foedcorp Ltd. pend- 
Ing an announcement. Before 
the halt, Foodcorp rose Sl.50 to 
$7.00 a share. 
Among other Industrlals, Al- 
berta Natural Gas was up 1 to 
S35V4, Ford Motor Co. of Can. 
ada 1 to $94, Goodyear Canada 
1 to $14V=, Westcoast Trans. 
mission 7/e to S3OVe and Alberta 
Gas Trunk A V2 to $$13~/a. 
Trlzec Corp. fell 1V= to $11V2, 
Comlnco 1 to $35, Banister Con. 
tlnental 7/a to S12Ve, Noranda 
Mines A 7/8 to $307/8 and Inco A 
to S29~. 
Pine Point Mines galned ~ to 
$34Ve, Bethlehem Copper A % to 
S12V= and "reck Corp. B 30 cents 
to $5.25. Preston Mines dropped 
V4 to $15 end Sherrltt Gordon A 
V4 to ~V4. 
Ranger OII Canada rose ~ to 
$214t, Asamera Oil ~/2 to S13 and 
Francena OII and Gas ~ to 
$7~. Decca Resources slipped 
to $7V4 and Almlnex V8 to 
~.  
products gained 7.29 to 906.73, 
oll and gas Issues 4.90 to 
1,104.97 and financial services 
.64 to 863.49. Metals and miner. 
als dropped 13.74 to 1,100.67. 
P . I  P EL I  NE  AND 
GOLD 
STOCKS LEO THE EIGHT 
G A I N E R S AMONG 
THE 
OTHER Ve? groups within the 
14.unit composite Index, while 
traded on the options market, 
Among Its four most heavily, up from 136 Monday. 
weighted groups, Industrial NORDAIRTOPS BLOCKS 
," TORONTO (CP) - -  A three- 
point gain at New York led the 
Toronto~teck market fraction- 
ally higher at the close of mod. 
erate trading Monday. 
A partial breakdown in the 
computer system at the Toronto 
Stock Exchange caused the dis- 
trlbltlon of Incorrect trading 
statistics during a three-hour 
period earlier In the day. How- 
ever, corrected figures were 
available at the close. 
The TSE 300 Index was up .34 
to 997.55 after dropping almost 
one point an hour before the 
close. 
Business spotlight 
Rise on Wall Street 
p ush es up To ronto 
, By DOUG LONG 
OTTAWA.tOP) -- Opposition 
MPs were critical of federa! 
government farm policies in the 
Commons Tuesday, saying de- 
dining farm Income and rising 
food 'prices were.examples of 
fumbled farm management. 
But Agriculture Minister Eu- 
gene Whelan defended Offawa's 
hendllng of the agrlcuiture in- 
dustry, saying farmers and con- 
sumers enjoyed hlgher Incomes 
and lower food costs than most 
other countries. 
The debate on farm policy 
was Inltlated by the Progressive 
Conservatives as part of an op- 
The time had come for not necessarily go together with Fumbled farm policies theirFrench'canadlansto"abondenposts as peripheral ob- se aratism. • 
• servers'lnbuslnessaffalrsand = uy g='U ' J ,n  - .  
contribute to the "colledive 
bl am ed fo r  Io w in co m es o, naflenal ,ndepend- 
consumer produds and met. 
chendlslng issues declined. 
what stocks did: 
Tua. Men. 
Advances 226 184 
Declines 157 190 
Unchanged 257 253 
Totals 640 627 
Volume of trading 
totalled 
"2.19 million shares valued 
at S23.72 mllllen compared 
with 1.47 million at $16.73 
Monday, the second lowest 
trading day of the year. 
A total of 179 contracts were 
position day--one of a number 
of days set aside during each 
session of Parliament. 
Johm Wise, the Conservative 
farm crti¢ from Elgin, In the to- 
bacco belt of southwestern On- 
farlo, attacked the level of gov. 
ernment flnanclng provided for 
agricultural research. 
Wise said the possibility of a 
drought In the Prairies this" 
summer underscored the need 
for Ottawa to earmark more 
money to develop aids such as 
drought.resistant crops. I 
- ASKS HIGHER INCOME 
Wise urged Whelan to reverse 
thetrend toward declining farm 
Income. 
The Agricultural Institute of 
Nberta beef rancher Bert 
Hargrave (PC--Medicine 
Hat) 
said the six million cattle on the 
Prairies would have to be re- 
duced because of the drought. 
He urged the government o 
develop an Income tax plan so 
that money received by farmers 
for sending cattle to market 
during the drought could later 
be reinvested in the industry. 
He said the Prairie Farm Re. 
habllltatlon Administration 
• set 
up In the' 1930s should ~be~us~l ' 
to Implement a program of 
deep.well drllllng for farmers. 
C h a r I e s.Arthur Gauthler 
(SC--Roberval) said that lust 
Canada, representing scientists, as wheat has heen destroyed 
and researchers, presented a 
brief to the Commons agricul. 
ture committee last week, urg- 
ing an Increase In financing to 
preserve adequate levels of fu. 
ture food production. 
Whelan said one out of every 
four Canadians was employed 
In o food-chain related lob, a 
and farmers encouraged not to 
sew their crops even In times of 
world famine, dairy ~oducers 
are threatened with fines if they 
produce more than their al- 
lotted quota. 
DAIRY QUOTAS CUT 
National dairy production 
rose last year, but Quehe¢ dairy 
• fact that exemp!lfled the Impor-  farmers had their quotas cut 
fence of the farm community to 
the economy. 
DEFENDS PRICES 
"We mean about food prices 
In this country but our prices 
are lower than most other coun. 
tries," Whelan said. 
Lores Nystrom, New Demo. 
cratic Party farm spokesman, 
called on the government to de. 
velop an over-all national food 
pellcy. 
Nystrom said farm Income 
and dropped by between 30 and 
40 per cent in the last two 
years. 
A food policy should provide 
for stable farm Income, In- 
creased food produdlvlty and a 
more orderly system of market- 
Ing for farm commodities, the 
Saskatchewan MP said. 
Nystrom criticized a recent 
study of competition in agrlcul- . 
ture by the consumer affairs 
department. The study shoutd 
Include food processing, retail- 
Ing and distribution as well as 
marketing boards, he said. 
back 20 per cent, he said. This 
caused production, well below 
capacity, and it is the consumer 
who ultimately must pay. 
Gauthler said Canada pro- 
duces more butter and cheese 
than it consumes, yet It contin. 
ues to Import these products. 
He said that on a visit last year 
to British Columbia, he talked 
to a wholesaler who had a 
warehouse full of imported but. 
tar. It was all that was avail. 
able, the wholesaler claimed. At 
the same time Quebec farmers 
had surpluses they could not un- 
load. 
Frank Hamllten (PC--Swift 
Current.Maple Creek) said crop 
failure means farmers lose not 
only their means of livelihood 
but their working capital as 
well. 
Ha blamed the government 
for creating an'atmasphere In 
which a dwindling number of 
young people are registering In 
agricultural colleges, contrary 
. to the situation In the U.S. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  | 
OlSTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
NOTIOE 
The District of Terrace will be se~ding letters of 
invitation to former residents of Terrace inviting 
them to return to Terrace for our 50th An- 
niversary during 1977. If you know of any persoh, 
friend o~; relative that has left Tef#ace, could you 
please help us by sending their name and ad- 
dress by letter or phone to Mr. W.E. (Bill) Casey 
or Mrs. Judy Degerness at The District of 
Terrace, No. 5.3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6311." 
We would also. appreciate assistance in 
identifying any and all couples residing in 
Terrace who will be celebrating their own 50th 
Anniversary during 1977. 
"If  certain businessmen felt 
gloomy on the morning of Nov. 
16 (the day after the PQ vic- 
tory), that's because they 
weren't part of the coup. 
• 'There are certain people 
who are part of the parade, 
there are others who watch. Us. 
fortunately, there Is a third cat- 
egery which doesn't even real- 
cr iminal  
origin s 
By GERARD McNEIL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A 1O.mem. 
bar Senate subcommittee Is 
beleg appointed fo look into 
Ize there Is a parade." 
,o 
RULES OF PLAY 
Certain privileges and rules 
of plal~ have already been upset 
by Bill 1, the PQ government's 
: propose dL~llnguage :leglstetlen, 
he sold. "But we know whet the 
old rules did for us.'" 
The new rules were estab.. 
fished to give francophonus a 
chance to reach responsible lev. 
els never before open ~ to them, 
he said. 
"By making French the offi- 
cial language of work and busl. 
hess we will stop sifting on the 
sidelines and finally establish 
equal oppoHu.nlty In Quebec." 
On the state of the provincial 
economy, Tremblay said unem. 
ployment, dwindling experts 
and alarmingly high public sec- 
tor expenditures top the list of 
worries. 
"At this strategically Impor. 
tent point In Quebec's history, 
all economic con~:erns must 
contribute to the development 
of the Industrial and com. 
merclal sectors. That Is the 
only way to furnish the eases. 
tlal economic support 
necessary 
for political and ooclal prog. 
ress." 
_ .childhood experJences as a 
causaof criminal behavior. 
The Senate announced Tues. 
.day the subcammlflee will call 
experts to discuss the effects of 
prenatal, birth and postnatal 
experiences up to the age of 
three. 
T h • subcommittee was 
 _med after a two.ysar cam- 
polgn by Senato-r-Pr-ed-A ~. ~V~c. 
Grand (L--New Brun. 
swlck), 
who Is convinced much criminal 
behavior results from harmful, 
and avoidable, experiences In 
.early life. 
' "The dlsabilitycamefirstand 
thedellnquency second," he has 
told senators. 
Quoting other st.udles, he said 
minimal brain damage-caused 
by poor dlat during pregnancy 
y at birth--and abuse 
"have I~en conne~ed 
!often with troubles In later life. 
"What Is the alternative to 
the death penalty?" The 80. 
year.old physician asks. 
"The answer Is ObVIous, but 
not an easy one. The remedy Is' 
toget the child as soon as min- 
Imal brain dlsfunctlon Is receg. 
nlzed, or, better still, to prevent 
minimal brain dlsfunctlOn from 
taking "place. It has many 
causes, it can happen before 
birth, at birth and after birth." 
-=  
SOHOOL OlS1RIOT NO. 88 (lUlLAOE) 
and 
NORTHWEST OOMMUNIT100LLEBE 
require a 
Part-time Oe.ordinator of Adu Eduoatio:; 
'in the Terrace Area : 
The Co.ordinator is re"onsible to a Joint School ~ I 
Board.College Committee for the pr0motion,~ | 
adminislratpn and supervision of the Adult I 
Education Programs in the Terrace Area. There 
may also be minor duties in relation to Con- 
Jinuing Education Programs at Northwest 
Community College. 
Applicants should have the skills and experience 
necessary to develop and co-ordinate an Adult 
Education Program. Qualifications as a teacher'* 
are not necessary for this position. 
The salary to be paid is $8,000.00 a yea r. 
ApPlicants please apply with resume and names 
of references by May 8, * 1977 to: 
Mr. F.M. Hamilton 
District Superintendent of Schools 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
Box 460 
Terrace, B.C. 1f8G 4B5 
of my own paper, would 
lead you to believe." 
NO MOTIVATION 
"What fiscal arrangements 
would prevall If Quebec were 
separate?" he asked. "Under 
thuse condlllons, what would 
motlvato the rest of the country 
to enter an equallzatlon agree. 
merit coatlng the rest of Canada 
"\ SI.25 bllllon a year?" 
He went on to argue that eco. 
nomlc unlon wlth Canada does 
Becau.se We Care 
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MOTHER'S DAY VALUES IN THE DRYGOODS DEPARTMENT 
Lad ies  Leather  Purses  
Just arrived; for spring. First quality leather purses in' 
fashionable colors for spring. A ~rfect gift to compliment 
Mother's spring wardrobe. Many assorted styles. 
Tan Jay  
Lad ies  Wal le ts  
Always a great gift idea. F'irst quality leather in assorted colors 
r 4,00..o. 1 5 .00 
23.00,o 35 .00  .,,t,,., 
Sewing  Mach ine  
Model 451 Deluxe zig zag. Features built.in motor, built.in 
button holer, push button drop feed, twin needle two color 
sewing and calibrated needle plate plus many more features. 
All sewing machines feature the famous 25-Year Guarantee. Perfect for every Mother to feel proud of. All styles plus the new 
denim range. Every Mother can use an ~ddition to her spring 
wardrobe. 
Sheets  
ALL TAMJAY  l S% o f f  
Poly wrapped sheet ensembles contains pillow cases, one flat 
sheet and one fitted sheet. 130 thread count in beautiful 
patterns. 
Twin Sheets 11.99 
Double Sheets 13.99 
Queen Sheets 
-,Ba~e,y 
Treat Morn to a delioious 
Mother 's  
Day 
Cake 
8" size - decorated 
19.99 
0 
Cafeteria 
179 Mother's Day Special 
~,~::,~.Be~isu~e,~tO~i,~v~t~t~eD~:goods epartment for ,many more Notber's, Day  .gift i deas  ' 
• INV ITAT ION Garden Centre The Easy-Off 
Portable 
TO ~ Steam Carpet 
MEMBER8 .. Organic Fertilizer Cleaning System 
6-8-6 ~ ~  
n 10.6.4 
6.2-1 
PAINT CLINIC 40 ,b. b,° 5 .39  
will be held in the Golden Vigoro 
Co-op Cafuterla 
12-6-3 
Monday, May q~h ,0,~ .a. 9 .77  
startinl at 
YS30 p .m.  Pink Vigoro Lets you Deep Olean your Carpets 
• safely • effectively 
o.12-6 • eoonomieally 
Representatives from 60 lb. Bag 8.66  F0. mT,T . .  X . . .  00-0, 
GROOERY DEPT. 
ea. 
Treat Hem Io a fresh dessert. 
Try our Glidden Paint Oempany V/Eli be here to BarnyardManure Mix Shampoo w i th  ' ' 
S t W b e  demonstrate use of exterior paints nAG l rmO~ 
re r ry  and stains 4o,~ .ao 3 .39  ton ight  . . .and  have  a 
beaut i fu l  rug  tomorrow 
Shortcake ,,,n to attend. Corby's Slug Killer me-ham power-Fie 
Prizes will he drawn for during the evening, lihompooer 1300 
1 09  Ideai for all carpeting. 
16 oz. Size • Safe for  
0 eaoh flefroiSments will be served, a, Types R~ommended for shag 
Organic Fertil izer " " - " "0  and all Iongfibre 
For tii~ f irst 100 Mothers That's MONDAY, MAT 9111, T:30 P.M. Rental carpets. Rental 
have a FREE cup of 3.2.1 - ~0,~ . .  4.09  2.so 4.oo 
a Day n de/ coffee or tea  on us 
Iprlv 
I 
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Islanders upset, Canadiens 
, MONTREAL (CP)  - -  Billy 
Harris scored at 3:58 of over. 
time to give New York Island. 
ors a 4.3 victory over Montreal 
Canadians in the fifth game of 
their best.of-seven National 
H o c k e y League semi.final 
series Tuesday night. Montreal 
new leads the series 3.2. 
The sixth game will be played 
Thursday night at Uniondale, 
N.Y., with • seventh, If neces- 
sary, back In N~ntreal on Sat- 
urday night. The series winner 
will meet Boston Brulns in a 
best-of-seven set for the Stanley 
Cup. 
The winning goal came when 
I~ve Lewis fired from the point 
and hit a goalpost bohlnd Mon- 
h:eei netmlnder Ken Dryden. 
Harris put the rebound home 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Ricky 
Bell and Tony Dorsett, the best 
u~unnlng becks In U.S. college 
(oatbelh were the first two 
(:holces Tuesday in the National 
Foetbimll League draft but the  
~lggest winner may be their 
bgent, Mike Trope. 
" Bell was selected by Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers and Dorsett 
';vent o Dallas after the Cow- 
boys shipped four draft choices 
fo Seattle for the Seahawks' 
pick. 
! Both players are represented 
I~y Trope, who also will nego- 
tiate for two other high picks, 
tackles /V~arvin Powell, who 
Went to New York Jets, and 
"Warren Bryant, selected by At- 
lanta Falcons. Powell was the 
~ourth player drafted and 
Bryant the sixth. 
;:"Whatever Ricky Bell gets 
from Tampa Bay will be the go- 
/ t'ng figure for Tony Dorsaff at 
"" Dallas," said Trope. 
~: The numbers most heard at 
the draft were five years and 
between $1.25 and $1.5 million 
with New York's first official 
shot on goal of the overtime pe- 
riod. 
Jude Drouln scored for the 
Islanders with 6:51 left in the 
third period to force the over. 
time. His shot from the right- 
wing faceoff circle bounced Into 
the net behlnd Dryden off de. 
fenceman Guy Lapointe, who 
was trying to keep New York's 
J.P. Parlse away from the 
crease. 
Parlsa and Denis Potuln 
scored earlier goals for the 
Islanders, while Jacques Le. 
moire, Marie Tremblay and 
Yvon Lambert had Montreal's 
goals. 
Lambert's score at 11:38 of 
the third period snapped • 2.2 
fie but the Cenadlens couldn't 
~:.:~:.:~.~:.:~:.:.:~.:¢~.:.:.~.~:~..~:~:~.:.:.~.~.~::¢~:~:.:~:.~:.:.:~:`:~::~:;~.~:.~;~.:~....::::~:;~:.:.:.:~:~:::~:~:~:~:::~:::......:+...:~:~:::~:~:~~ 
protect hat lead. Larry Robin- The Canadians" outshat the Rlsebrough on a breakaway Baseball is alive and well. next season's P.N.W.H.L. Yes. post in and tamp It. Spike the 
son took a pass from Guy La. Islanders 29.19, including one seconds after Lemalre's goal Thank y, ou. You bet your hookums or rails on and the Red's bell 
f lair and fired from the left shot each in overtime, and the period ended in a dead. Take a jaunt through Kit- whatever, there will be one hell players will help you nail the 
point, with the puck deflecting Referee Bob Myers Incurred Iockeven thoughthe Canadlens wanga, Morlcetown - two ofahockeyteam here come thls boards on. Sounds simple 
off Lambert and behind New the wrath of 16,174 fans wi th  hod two pewer.play opportun, teams, Hazelton, Smithers, fall. Look for four or five six- enough, l~a and see how 
York netmlnder Glenn Resch, what they regarded as a lenient itles when Clark Gillies was Telkwa, Houston and mo, r f(,eters from out of town - quickly the Rod's come up with 
making his first start in the eye on the New York squad, caught slashing Lafleur on two mumbling further east ab~•.~ ,;~oakum 20.yeer-olds who know arms too sore to use hammers.' 
• parks, etc. Prince (;so, ge what it's about ." spending all Leave It to Colin and'the Colts. 
series. The game was delayed for sev- occasions. Resch stopped fasthall gone capuskln. Thr~-: ,eason here. Ateam that can fill Are they In the Bulkley Valley 
MAINTAinS STREAK eral minutes in the second pc- Robin- 
For Lafleur, the assist put riod when Galney was an. son point.blank from close senior baseball teams In a t;~e best arena In the north all Baseball League or what? Is 
hlmlnthescorlngsummaryfor tangled with Harris wlthout he range during t~e second pen. league with Quesnel ~nd ,.: winter. "Get behlnd AI (the Kluss c~a¢~lng the slow pitch 
terlocklng with the no, th -- Pope) Blshop. Let's whomp the WcolworthTIgers-deasenyolle the 37th consecutive game, In- New Yorker receiving what Ca- alty. 
eluding the final 2g games of nadiens' supporters felt was a GOAL DISALLOWED Dawson Creak, Fort St. John hack out of them turReys In remember how slow his pitch 
the regular season, an NHL deserved penalty. ~ .... An apl~arent goal by New etc. kuportendplucka fewfeethers was? Does Mitch KChl still 
record, and nine playoff games Parise scored on a power York's Lewis was di~iallowed by The Red's here at home are from Mason's Chicken Hawks In u~plre - what ever ha l~ ld  to 
against St. Louis Blues and play at 8:11 Of the first period Myers early In the second pe. looking to put some pretty good Kltlmat. his seeing eye dog? Ooes ex. , 
New York. to give the Islanders a 1-0 lead reed when the referee ruled the be!l games on Kerr-Rotary That isnet a dig in. At Kerr- Sands player Ran Swanlan 
Resch turned in a sliding as he took a quick passout from puck was pushed Into the net, Pork this summer, rotary Park the up again down really know what Interteren¢e 
stick save on a breakaway by Pat Price behind the net, but and Tremblay put Montreal Speaking of jaunts-- a couple again fence pests for the new Is and what or where Is Orm 
Bob Galney In the seconds after Lemairetled the score less than ahead 2-1 at 3:27 with his first of people left Terrace $ o'clock nonce will not stay stoodlng up, Richard KIIborn this week? 
Lambert'sgoal,endDrouInnet. a minute later, playoffgoal in three NHL sea. Sunday mornlngto beat Burns ty Tonyl Use a bar, dig the Line up of blind men - Curly' 
tsdtheequallzer. Resch  s topped Doug sons. Lake for eledlon of offlcers for holes a llttle bit deeper, putthe Casey, Kohh Ferreftl, Beckly 
and Arthur glean. Really, how 
" I 'M  SO BLESSED" bad are .u r  eyes. YM, gad BELL, DORSETT . :::i:::i ~ " q ~ M "  - , . = Gordon Hamllton, thereerost l l l  • ~ 
:- BASEBALL hawks "There has never been a situation that i've seen whel'e Wlnterhawks and K.M.H.A. j~w.' They called him 'Norton p.m. In the Caledonia Senior 
Two sesslons of six days each the jawbreaker' ... all this kind Secondary School gym in i Toro to . xkorneko" .e ,o,--. ,-- have been scheduled running of stuff. The humiliatlon. You Terrace. A number of local 
n around. Wearelnapeslfion (as Monday through Saturday,• have to llsten to it. You know.., teams will face the all-star 
a result of the trade) to get August 15 to 20and August 22to you say I gofta get this man." amateurs who will be here 
T o p  one-two runnlngb; krSf , i Humiliation proud Mufiammad stung harAd I i nethlng and same time h'Y and" ~:  k~V! l es ~h~ oL~ff~ayemofbe~ 1~ w=l~ that give find haVeyour mlput hel.Wayhit n At° by many pop  bollyour fl he*'l, park net, .her  nao e fo
• TORONTO (CP)  - -  Pride I~ept champion. He'd be negotiating called it off. Buster Mathls, Margaret. I suppose 
for Bell and Dorsefl and some- alumnus of the McKay era, who Muhammad All fighting after $3 or $4 million contracts. It's a George Chuvalo, I called the pillow fighters ate better then 
thing in that same neighborhood bought his way out of his con- his losses to Joe Frazler and serlou.s thing.", referee In to stop the fight, old pillow fighters Pete 
for linemen Powell and Bryant. if'act with Toronto Argonauts Ken Norton, says the world's It's::somethlng All does not Paterson. If you run out of balls, 
"1 don't care if you draft a after a disappointing season in heavyweight boxing cham- want his son to do. "It's too "'Becaueethere'ssomepeeple there ls one used two-toned Roam 
purple people-eater with frog's the Canadian Football plea. rlskx, savage, brutal," he says. hollering, 'Kill him, kill bin, '  special hanging in Rod's 
legs," said Trope. " i f  you draft League. In an interview with CBC ra- "He'll be an educator. Get his and they're happy. They,re ex-  
that high, you have to pay the The Buccaneers were winlees die program Sunday Morning at brains together. Ten men with cited; their tempers iJre~ not. billiard room. Is John Donald the" ~!'~" 
going rate." on their first NFL season and **  :~ his training camp near Deer the knowledge of their purpose Then, offer It's all over, the umpire of the Bulkley Volley 
Dorsett shattered many rush- that distinction earned them the i , ~  Lake, Penn., All said: 'Tm so are more powerful than a thou- fight's over, popcorn's on the Basahall League? ACcording to 
leg records at Pittsburgh'and No. 1• pick. The second choice ~ ~ blessed, I've had nothing but sand worklng from sun up not floor, everybody can go on their a local source he could be. How 
won the Heisman Trophy, beat. belonged to the other expansion " " " success ..... and then I fought knowing. So my son, he's going way. (But) here's a man with a 'about It John? A good day to all 
ing Bell, Southern California's team, Seattle. Dorsett was the ~:: Joe Frazler (in March, 1971) to be ~ducated. ~alnconcussl°n'hurtf°rllfe" the Little Leaguers. Support 
great tailback, for the honor. In obvious choice but the Helsman 
the draft, they reversed roles winner had warn'ed the Sea .  HAROLD SNEPTS and lost--had to read about "A man who's really edu. your local pepsi and coke man: 
with Bell going No. 1. hawks through a letter from his AUGUST him, watch him, people talking cated, a civilized man, don't All says he will do about two, and de keep those comments 
"Getting picked number one. lawyer that he did not wish to about ,Joe Frazler beat you.' feel right fighting. This is why I more flght,~, which will earn • • him about $6 million after ! rolling In. Oc' -e- -K  y He was talking bed about my offhave been criticized for pu l l l g je r ry  Quarry • .is like wlnnlng the Helsman/' play for them and asked that H religion and things like '1 can when I had taxes. ~ , 
• said Bell. "Now I know how they not draft him. = = call him (Cassius) Clay, be. him knocked out. James Ellis, I Thenitwlll beover, hesays. 
Dorsett must have felt with all That left Seattle with two op- , clinic cause I beat h im. '  He don't like All star SALE this atten.tion." lions. It could eltber go for an- the,~l~me Mu amma . AUCTION 
JOINS FORMER ARGO other player or trade its salec, this sassy stuff, you - 
Ball played at USC under lion. It chose the latter and gotta listen to it, and you real- 
JohnMcKay, now TampaBay's thet'showOallaseameupwlth A cooperative two weeK ,ze what you had and 'Boyl Let volle,.h;,ll...__.. 
hoadcoach."Asaceach, e'se Dersett. Thepricowesthecuw- hockey cl inic has been r;~¢~ get that back.' Then Icame 
philosopher," he said. "Give boys' first-round choice, No. 14 scheduled for Kiflmet In late b~ck and beat h im."  Smithors Garage 
him time and he'll win. He's In the draft rotation, andthree August. The same thing .happened Local volleyball teams will Main Street 
making some wise derisions.., second.round picks. The clinic will be Ice oriented after his 16ss to Norton at San soon have a chance to prove 
.like drafting me." "We felt that being a new and operated as a Joint effort of Diego on March 31, 1973. "1 lost their mettle against a touring 
At  Tampa, Bell will loin An. franchise the thing we needed Portland Wlnterhawks of the to Norton. Got my iaw broken, team of all-star volleyballers. Smithers, Bag. 
thony Davis, another USC mest was quality playors," said Westerh Canada Hockey He made movies and wqnt The tournament will take 
Jack Patera, coach of the Sea- league, Kltimat Junior 'B' around baasting, '1 broke his place Monday, May 9 at 7:30 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Bucky 
Dent's grand-slam home run 
helped Mike Torre.'. gain his 
first victory as a Yankee as 
New York beet California An- 
gels 8-'1 Tuesday night in an 
Amer ican  League 
baseball 
game. 
The vldory was the Yanks' 
fifth straight end 11th In their 
last 12 games. California has 
now lost five of its last slx. 
Reggle Jackson and Graig 
Nettles also homered In support 
of Torrez, who was making his 
first start for New York since 
being obthlned from the Oak- 
land A's last week. Torrez, 4-1, 
held the Angels to lust one •hit 
over the first five Innings. 
Reliever Dick Tldrow came 
on In the sixth, when Torrez 
was forced to retire because of 
• blister on the thumb of his 
pltchlng hand. 
Neffles' solo blast In the sec- 
ond gave the Yankees a 1.0 
load. 
In the fourth, Chris Chambliss 
walked, Roy White singled and 
Nettles lashed a run.scaring 
single. After Paul Blair was in- 
hmtlonally walked to load the 
bases, Dent slammed the first 
pitch over the left field wall. It 
was h0s first homer of the sea- 
son and the first grand slam of 
his career. 
gee out later, Thurman Mum 
son singled and Jack.~on rifled a 
shot far over the 3~-foat sign In 
right<entre. 
Tldrow allowed three hits, but 
no runs in the four Innings he 
worked and was credited with 
hit second save et the year. 
The rookie pltcller, who 
turned 21 three weeks ago, 
struck out five and walked one. 
The Brewers backed Cart 
with a three-run outburst In the 
second Inning. Von Joshua had 
a two-run single and Don 
Money knpcked In the other run 
with a single. 
Money belted his first horror 
of the season In the third th. 
nlng. 
Jesse Jefferson, 0.2, making 
his fifth start of the season for 
the Blue Jays, took the loss. 
Jefferson went 7 2.3 Innings, 
giving up all the Milwaukee 
runs, five of them earned, and 
. 10 hits. 
Cort, 14-5 In" the Eastern 
League last season, had pitched 
well In three previous relief out- 
lags this year before getting the 
starting nod from manager 
Nex Grammas. 
The Blue Jays lost Bob 
Bailer, their starting shortstop 
and first pick In the exponslon 
draft, in the firstlnning. Bailer 
bruised his right hip attempting 
to break up a double play after 
singling to lead off the first. He 
was replaced by Jim Mason. 
The Brewers roughed up Jef- 
ferson in the second inning 
when Stan Thomas led off with 
a double and Money singled 
him home. 
Jefferson, who had control 
problems In his previous OUt- 
hKJS, walked Slxto Lezcano and 
Sol Rondo to lead the bases, 
then got Ken McMullen on a 
pop-up for the first out of the 
Inning: 
Catcher Charlle Moore lined 
out to Mason for the second out 
before Joshua lined a short hop- 
per past Doug Ault at first base 
for a two.run single. 
The Blue Jays came back 
with one run In the second on 
Otto Velez' leadoff double and • 
single by Ault. Ault went all the 
way to third on Joshua's two. 
base error but was left stran- 
ded. 
BOSOX FALTER 
BOSTON (AP).- -  Seattle's 
Bill Stein hit his first two home 
runs of the season and Carlos 
Lopez drove In three runs with 
a homer end two singles as the 
Mariners defeated Boston Red 
Sex 10.8 Tuesday night In an 
Amer ican  League 
. baseball game. 
Stain's first homer drove In 
thr~ runs in the first Innh,g 
finished Boston starter 
me.third of an inning and gave 
up five runs. Steln's second 
homer was a bases.empty blast 
In the fourth. 
Seattle added another run In 
the fifth and got two more In 
the seventh on a homer by LO- 
poz, his first of the ~eason. 
The Red Sex, w~o had won 
three In a row, sc~red twice In 
the sixth and seventh Innings to 
narrow the gap tO..~GjJ but 
Seattle added an Insurance run 
quantity and quality." 
Seattle began cashing in on 
the Dallas trade by picking 
Tulsa guard Steve August as 
the 1,1th selection of the first 
round. The pick that went to the 
saahawks originally belonged 
fo 
San Diego but had been passed 
on to Dallas in the deal that 
sent quarterback Cllnt L()ngley 
to the Chargers last season• 
The Dorsett deal supplied 
Seattle with the second choice 
In the second round from Dallas 
and the Seahawks picked Tom 
Lynch, a tackle from Boston 
College. Then Seattle kept rlght 
on dealing as the draft contin- 
ued, swapping its own choice in 
the second round to Los Angeles 
in exchang~for the Rams' sec- 
ond-round choice and centre 
Geoff Reece. 
27. 
Clinic staff will Include Brian 
Shaw, President and General 
Manager of Portland Win- 
terhawks; Ken Hedge, coach of 
the Portland Wlnterhawks; 
Harold Snepts, of the Van- 
couver Canucks; Brant 
Peterson, team captain of the 
Portland Winterhawks and 
Larry Playfalr, also of the 
Portland team. 
Assistance tn operating the 
clinic wil l  be provided by 
members of the Klflmat Win- 
terhawks. 
Registration fees to players 
aged 7 to 18 years will be $60 for 
one week or two weeks for $100. 
Registration forms and ad- 
ditional information will be 
available In the very near 
future. 
SAYS CROZIER 
WHA-NHL merger 
won't kill Cowboys 
CALGARY (CP) -- Joe Cro- 
zler, general manager of Cal- 
gary Cowboys, Is optimistic the 
World Hockey Asseclatlon team 
will be around If the WHA 
merges with the Netlonal 
Hockey League next season. 
Crozier says season- 
ticket 
sales have reached more than 
25 per cent of the 4,400 needed 
to ensure that the Cowboys will 
continue to operate here next 
winter. 
Meanwhlle, he Is "looklng for- 
ward to merger." 
Although Crozier Is not In. 
volved In any WHA.NHL dis. 
cusslons, he eald In an Inter- 
view he Is "proceeding as If 
merger Is Inevitable." 
He eald the Cowboys, who 
. missed the WHA Western Divi- 
sion playoffs by three polnts, 
will make several changes for 
next season because only five 
or six of the 1976.77 players 
could compete In an expanded 
NHL. 
"I 'm not mentioning any 
names," Crozier said. "The 
players I had know how wel l  
they played." 
The Cowboys have had budget 
problems because Calgary's 6,. 
600.seat Stampede Corral is the 
smallest arena in professlonal 
hockey. 
HAD NO MONEY 
"There were lots of things I 
could do, but I didn't have any 
money to play with at the end," 
Crozier said. "But I've got lots 
of money coming up next sea. 
son . "  
The future of the Cowboys 
will be decided In about a 
month, when a campaign to sell 
4,400 season tickets Is com- 
pleted. • 
A Calgary group headed by 
businessman Bill Hay, a former 
National Hockey League 
player, 
is heading the drive. 
"I'm optimistic," said Cro- 
zier. "If we sell enough season 
tickets to justify our staying 
here with the franchise, we'll 
get a new building." 
The Cowboys are owned by 
the Neonex Corp. controlled by 
Jim Paftlson of Vancouver; 
Spokesmen for the NHL and 
tree WHA have said Calgary el. 
most certainly will be port of 
any merger if a new building IIj 
provided. 1 
neighbomhood. 
Get o-t on the street. 
T,k  • 
p,,,n,l¢,P~flonl t 
t~':tl k ;t id4~:k, l~l : t ) ' ,  p, 
Stock car 
racing 
Stock car racing getk un. 
derway in Thornhlll this Sun- 
day, May 8. Time trials start at 
1 p.m. with racing at 2 p.m. 
In addition to its regularly 
scheduled races ;Ihls year the 
Terrace Stock Car Club will be 
featuring a weekly novelty 
race. The novelty race will be 
especial ly entertaining,  
because both fans and drivers 
will not be told what It Is until 
race day. 
Stock car drivers are 
reminded to beatthetrack at 11 
a.m. Any drivers In need of roll 
cages are asked to call Club 
President, Randy Goodwln, a t  
635.4278. 
BEAT NORTON 
All got Norton, beatlng hlm In 
a return match at Los Angeles 
that Sept. 10 and again in a con-, 
troverslal 15.round ecision last 
Sept. 20. 
"1 won that fight with one 
round (the 15th)," All admitted. 
"What does that.mean? That 
one round was worth $10 mil- 
lion. Say if I lost the last round 
to Norton, then Norton would 
lave been the heavyweight 
I 
thmugh the sponsorship of the 
B.C. Volleyball Association. 
Playlng for the all-staYs will 
be Joe Austin .... Canadlan 
collegiate silver medallst; Tom 
Jones, Canadian Games gold. 
medalist; Chris Trainer, 
Canadlan collegiate gold 
medallst and Pat Ponlch, 
Canadlan Games gold medallst. 
Admission to the tournament 
will be: Adults $2, Students $I 
and Children 50c. 
Sat. May 1 - 1:30 p.m'l 
Approximately 60-70 1976 models and older used cars and 
trucks from dealers ot Smithers and area. 
Financing on the spot to approved credit. 
• i- ~ .t~.~ ,,., : i~' ~..-~.-L .... 
FligHTIER AUCTION 
SERVICU LTD. 
. Phone 876-6g  
Dealer No. 00557A 
. . . . . . . . .  I I I II . 
TERBAOE & OISTM)T 
NINON H01)KEY ASS0i)IATION 
IANNUAL GENERAL 
Tuesday, May  10, .1977 
, !  
t . . ' ,  
.b ,  • I 
Senior Cit izens Room - Terrace ,Arena 
The nominating committee 'has prepared a list of officers for the 
coming year for approval. 
TINO 
Pres ident  • Cl i f f  Sharp ies  
1st Vice Pres ident  -Bern ie  $e ldor  
2nd Vice Pres ident  • Ray  F laher ty  
Secretary  • Rose Black 
Treasurer  • J im I I I id lng 
Other nominations must be in writing to the Seoretary,'P.0. BOX 121, by , 
Friday, May May 6 with Nominees' approval and signatures of two members howe| 
1070-71 membership cards. All parents interested in Minor llookey ere u ad to 
atiend this* imp0riant meeting. 
Yankee 
thunder 
TORONTO (AP) - -  Barry 
Cart, a Toronto native making 
his first meier league start, 
checked Toronto on nine hits 
Tuesday night to lead Mll. 
waukee Brewers to a 6-2 victory 
over the Blue Jays In an Ameri- 
can League baseball game. 
: stops Blue Jays 
x 
~:.~+, Trainees at the Three Rivers Workshop are learning productive skills. 
i~i Peter, Eugene and Allan (top) work on wooden toys and hanging baskets; 
~.:.:i Dale (center) learns from instructor Mel Thompson in the woodwork 
~i,"~ shop; Susan, Barbar and Rachail (bottom) produce handicrafts for sale. 
~i ':~'. Efforts are being made by the Terrace Association. for the Mentally 
~ii" Retarded to acquire more space for the workshop. You can help by 
i~i" supporting the Flowers of Hope CamPaign May 8-14. 
1 
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II TERNATIONAL PLAY 
Rules favour strong Canada 
VIENNA (CP) - -  The Inter- Its 1918 championship In Czech- won't likely be undertaken until congress today, "at which time Eight teams will compete In 
national Ice Hockey Federation ,eelovakk the IIHF's general congress- it would appear they'll struc- the lunlor tourney, lncludlngthe 
(IIHF) decided Tuesday at its Alan Eagleson, chairman of meetings In Italy r ext year. tore another meeting to discuss United States, 
three-day congress meeting to International hockey for Can- General congresses are heldev, any adjustments that might • Czech~lovakla, 
start Its world championship eda, told a news conference ery four years, at w.hirh t!me take place with respect to the the U.S.S.R., Sweden, Finland 
later next year, hoping It will that next ;ar's tournament the IIHF can make :on Prague tournament." and West Germany with the: 
give Canada more time to send will get .:nuer way April 26 and stltutlonal changes, eighth team being either Poland' 
a stronger team to Prague. finish M~ I 14. INCREASE ROSTE~..S Eaglesen also said that Can. or Switzerland. " 
This year's eight.country The ma.'a;hon schedule, In -  Concerning the P~ju~: "...'- ada was confirmed as host THREE VENUES '" 
tournament began Avril 21 and Itlated lost year in Poland, has nament, Eaglesonns id ~ ~. country for the 197S world lun-. "'/(s far as the site Is con- 
ends Sunday wi.th final playoff been the taPget of much crltl- posed an Increase h. the :". Ior tournament, although a site tern.d," Eagleson said, "we In- 
games among the top four clsm. WalternWasservogel, ber of players allow'd to ~- hasnot yet been chosen,  d lcated. . ,  that we would use" 
teams/The IIHF Is committed sen- tlclpate. He said it will be called the one of three sites--Montreal as  
to the same type of format with eral secretaryof the federation, He said the question was ; world junior Canada Cup. and. the base, Toronto or Edmonton. 
a similar number of teams for says a decision on a new format ferred until a meeting of th. will be held from Dec. 18-30. "On the undarstandlng that If 
....... + Montreal Is the base we would,'+ 
use such cities as 5herbreske, 
CANADA'S STRA TEG Y, Verdun, Quebec Clty, Hull and. 
Cornwall for part of the games." 
B p R i off  th p k ..,,,o..,0,..+. um uss  ans  e uc  - ,+ . . . ,u , ,+ , , , . , . ,  - as  h a w a ,  K I t -  
VIENNA (CP) --  Johnny Wil- " The Swedes shocked the tour- ers whose teams either didn't plan Czechoslovakia, c h • n • • ,  
• son's game plan for th'e Swedes nament Monday by skating and make the playoffs or who were with 11 points, Peterborough, St. Catharlnas 
Is no deep dark/secret. He checking the Soviet Union intoa knocked out in the first round, flnlshed third ahead of Canada., and Niagara Falls would get 
hopes, his Canadian squad can 5.1 victory to grab the preliml- will be successful unless they Thetop four teams advanced some of the games. 
shake up the free-skating Eu- nary end of the round-robin go ell out as the Swedish club to the medal round of the tour- " i f  Edmonton Is the choice, 
ropeans when the two clubs tourney, did against he Soviets. nay, the remaining four--Fin- we'd be looking at placces like 
open the playoff round of the But Wilson doesn't think his ' The Colorado Rockies coach lend, West Germany, the United Lethbrldge, Mealcine Hat and 
world hockey chum- Canadian squad, made up of figures one way to beat the States and Romania--battling Calgary." 
pionshlps tonight. National Hockey League play- Swedish club is with a physical for spots five through eight. 
game. 
+'We think we can bump them MARE OWNERS s-a--kte o , , , ,e  ,u., better, and we 
A m e r i c a n s  think we can kesp them look. 
Ing," said the Canadian coach 
following a workout Tuesday by Have you been planning to breed your mare this past W. Germans the20.mansquad."Butallthis spring? businessoftactlcs is over.rated. Are you having trouble deciding which stallioo to 
It all boils down to skating and take your mare to? 
VIENNA (CP] ~- Dave Oebol of an Erich Kuehnhackl :;hot to checking. SOLUTION 
and Bob Miller scored Impor- tie It 1-1 before the period "That's what the Swedes did T ime IS  SIMFLE - 
tant goals to lead the United ended, best against the Russians and 
Statestoa 4,1 victory Tuesday The American squad settled that's why they won. Wlngers Plan to attend the IONS 
over West Germany at the down ln the second perlod. Mll- kept comlngbackandforclng PARADE OF STALL 
world hockey championships, ler sent the U.S. ahead 2.1, tap- the Soviet puck carrle~s outside 
It was the first U.S..game of ping in the rebound of Lou where they had pear shooting 
the playoffs, and they came out Nanne's shot, and 19 seconds chances. The Swedish defen- at the 
of i t looklngcarta lntoavold later MIIler set up Mark Hees- cemenpluggedupthemlddle." Copper River 
finishing in last place and drop. lip, who made It 3-1. CANADA IS FOURTH 
ping to the B pool next year. Bill Schneider then gave the Swedan's victory Monday left 
Romanlawasf i rmly inbot -U .S .  a three-goal advantage, the SwedasandSovletsdead- R dong Arena 
torn place after losing Its eighth with assists from Warren Miller locked at 12 points apiece, but 
consecutive game, this one 14-1 and Tim Younghans. Sweden was awarded first place , I  
Tuesday to Flnland. TheGermanswereawardada fter the prellmlnary round on May 8 1977 
Debel, a University of Mich- penalty shot at 14:47 of the sec. the basis of that vidory, starting at 12 1100 I igan star, and Miller, of New and period, but Reece rose to Defending world cham- OII I 
Hampshire College, are two of the occasion again and forced Anyone wish ing to sell the i r  horse can book them I 
the lees.experiencod members Johann Zach to shoot wide. I I 
of the U.S. squad, which was West Germany, in a vain pr ior  to the date  by contact ing 
assembled only one week before comeback attempt, went on the I M LO0 D l I JO l~ _ i_ .: I 
the championship. Germany attack .in the final period. In C-O r. 
hadheldthe U.S. to a 3.3 tle in one onslaught, Reece stopped IMcEwan O~ILA I~ i t  or at ~L/~JELe~lirll 
their first meeting In the tour- three shots In a row as the I Motors Ut I~ I~I I~T I  home m - w ~ ]  
nament last week. ' American defence attempted to i ' Sponsored by the 
TheAmericans had some nar- got organized. 
row escapes In a sloppy start It was the second win of the i ,ll~l~l~141t+ dUl l l~ , l l~ l l  i i i i i I i ) i~  l)_l i i i  l 
but went Into the lead on a goal champlonshlp for the U.S. The 
by Debel, who skated In alone Americans defeated Romania 
at 8:!9 of the first period, in the first round. 
KILLS PENALTIES 
• The U.S. squad rode out three 
penalties, despite making . . .m . ,,,~-,+; :~;,.~ C.'viG:;.(+ 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  It'sai   . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  slve errors and giving away the ....; puck behind the net. Goaltender ": David Reece came up with some good saves. '...; :"
But West Germany's Rainer ~ t O  b e  i ~ j e .  " '  Phlllpp knock d in the rebound 
,<~ ...~. 
% . ,  . " - t~  
,.Would Choose Herselff. 
• [ 
 eaters 
Blouses 
Coats 
Suits 
Raincoats 
EOZIER LTD., 
 entre, Kitimat 632-2555 GIFTS CEIITIFICigES 
No other car in the world can 
deliver the combination of perfor- ,.i~ 
mance, mileage, handling and room' ::;--+ 
that he Volkswagen Rabbit can. No , *: 
other ca r at any size. Or at any price. ":+.': 
And that's the truth. ' + " 
Start with performance and • ;.'~ 
mileage: The Rabbit can zoom from 
t-~ standing start oSO mile+.an hour , '~'." 
in on astonishing 7.7 secopds. Yet 
incredibly, itcan also deliver 45.2 :.:t; 
miles per gallon on the highway '+-" :
d a stingy 30 mpg in the city.* ..... ct r  I 
IA combinotiori unmatched by :~.~ 
rlllyotle, clnywhere.) :r+ 
Then there's its size: The 
Rclbbit is (J big car. Not outside ;~. 
(it parks in almost no spcice), but :~,, 
inside. It seats fouradultsverv com- -. .... 
f~rloblv with as much legroom and /.'i.'. 
headroom as nluny "mid-sized" 
curs. It has five doors, including u :.~. 
te(1~' hcltchback. Ithas aboutthe . : 
.......... •:::.:::.::+~:~+::. same glass , , 
(flea aso ,; .:., 
~111111~ ~'~', Lincoln Continental .~ 
Mclrk V Withihe rear seat . ,~ 
fnl( k~'! down, " " " has more luggage ::~: 
/o: thcli~ uCadillac Fleelwood. SI  
S,'detv? F~rmt.wheel drive .~:., 
gives'/ou better trucking. Rack-and- " , "  
;/r don steenng ives you precise ' +: ~,' 
+c:ndlmq. If ~:.ne brake circuit foils, r."; 
,~ second one is still there. A :'J 
I t~;:c.],l't new rear axle makes -. "; 
the crar more slable on ~ .... 
r~';, ,gh roads, The pas- ':":: 
~;er ~,..jer compartment is ..... ~ a unitized "safety cell". There are reinforced steel ~'*' 
. side bean,s in the door. ..... 
. . . . . .  Even the rear window i,.:. : 
!~  ~ defrosts electrically. ..,: 
~ ~  II you still find it .:..:; 
~ ... a little hard to believe ,.:,t. 
th .:l :.me car can hove r r" 
csll of this, csnrJ dr+, oil of this, 
~t~ii!:.:i " "" ~ dl,:r~ into vc, ur neurestVolkswagen 
. . .  .... dealership und take o VW Robbil out 
..... k~r a test drive. You'll discover the truth, ~ 
the whole truth and nothing but the ; +."J 
There's no comparison, truth. :. : 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
722 RIVER DRIVE~TERRACE~635,5717 
t 
I 
./ 
<. 
~'~ 
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The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357. Terrace. 
Phone 632-5706 - Kiflmet 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
"Yearly by mall in Canada 
$40.00. senior Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by malroutslde Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
GENERAL 
CONTRACTING 
We speclallze In custom built 
cablnets, remodelling. Quality 
werkmanshlp. Phone 635.5708. 
Don, or 635-7004, days 635-3666. 
(p-2) 
DO IT NOW 
Handyman Services: Home 
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 
around the house and grounds 
(No job too small). Reasonable 
CORR ECTIONAL 
OFFICERS 
TERRACE 
61,220 - SI,317 
The Provincial Ministry of the 
Attorney.General requires 
THREE persons to maintain 
rules and standards of good 
order and discipline within 
guidelines established; to 
develop effective working 
relationships with residents In 
forest camp or other temporary 
Hay 
SELLING 
Straw 
Western Tac' ,. 
English Tack 
Grooming I 
Equipment 
635-5617 
I 
Cedar Place 
Apar tments  
4631 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suite. ~ 
for rent. Fridge ~/~ stove, 
dr,~pes, carpet, .re(: area . 
sauna and pool,table. Only 
I 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x~ 
complete addition containing 3 
harms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on '/~ acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruIfo, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 435. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. ~stf~ 
57, Automobi les  "~ 
I l l  
For Sale: 1969 Cndlllac. Ex-. 
cellent condition. 63500. Phorm: 
.(~:~-3075..(c~,3~) 
For Sale: 1973 610 Datsun 4 
door. Excellent shape. RediD, $ 
'track, rear speakers~ new 
.studded tires mounted on rims. 
Phone 635.?949. pS 
s-m:  usteng n Mech' 
I. 302, V.$. Very good shape. 
Financing possible. Call 635. 
4636 daytime. 635.9797 evenings. 
635- 
6357 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1962 For¢~ I/= ton. 
Bucket ~ets. Meg wheels. Best 
offer. 1972 Dodge Van. Partially 
- camparlzed. Phone 635-4325. 
(c3) 
For Sale: 1971 Chrysler 
Newport 2 dr. hardtop. P.S. & 
P.B., radio, tape deck, new 
point with low miles. Best offer. 
Also 1969 Chevelle 2 dr. hardtop, 
$800. And 1947 Dodge coupe -. 
• Phone 635-3772. (pG) ' 
by the Post Office Deportment, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Qasslfleds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unltsd Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
Inv i ted  to attend.  For 
partnership or Information 
phone 635.7356. (ctf) 
Thornhlil Calorle Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New n~embers welcome from 
Terrace end Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p•m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday nlght at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635- 
2847... er635-3023._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Meet ing-  Terrace B.P.O.E.. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) • 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
' Parents 
In Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane. 635- 
46O7. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Moorings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 6 p,m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memerlal Denations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, BOx 22,. 
Terrace, B.C. 
~Terra¢e Women's Institute will 
,be holding a Bazaar on 
Saturday, May 7 from 1 to 5 
'.p.m. at the Terrace Co-op' 
i Shopping Mall. (c5) . • 
DEFENSIVE 
DRIVING COURSE 
The next Defensive Driving 
sponsored by the Community 
Education Services In Terrace 
rates. Phone 
635.2435 
(Cff) 
For  
PA RT I  C I PACT ION 
w i th  
ACT ION 
Join 
Terrace 
Fitness 
Centre 
Swimming-  (Heated  
Poo l )  Sauna  . 
Supervised Gym.  
Open 7 days  
a Week 
Month ly  or  year ly  
membersh ip .  
Join Anyt ime 
3313 Ka lum 
(Across f rom Arena)  
Phone 
635-5361 
.Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
MR; FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a 
specialty. Phone 635.4602 
Evenings. 635.4565 days. (cff) 
Bakker's Modular Strudures 
for sale: Very reasonably 
priced. Pre.fab Greenhouses. 
For Information phone 638.1768 
evenings or view at 3961 Dabble 
St. (p2) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigerative Contacting and 
household repalrs.'Phone 635.. 
5076 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
1 .o+ O,+n I 
ANDRE'S  
ENTERPRISES  LTD. '  J 
R .V .  Par ts  & Auto  J 
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs .  I 
Amer ican  and Impor f  J 
ICars. 
I 3026 Hwy.  16 East  
J Phone 638-1710 
Rototlll lng done with large 
tractor unit. Front end bucket 
for spreading soil or,gravel. 
Thornhill area preferred• Phone 
635.3478. (p4) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No lob too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
, Phone 635.4094 
ASk to,John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
. . . . .  r ~ - 
will begin on May 3 and con- 19. Help Wanted 
tlnue on May 5, 12 and 17, 1977. . 
The classes are from 7:30 to  -REAL~E-STATE - - - -~- - "  
9:30 p.m. and are held In Room SALESPEOPLE! 
9 of the Caledonia Senior Enjoy the benefits of excellent 
Secondary School. For climate, pleasant surroundings 
registration phone 635.4931. 
' ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday• 
Phone 
638.1021 
635.7423 
i t  
~8. C,~rd of Thanks  
I would like to thank the staff 
and doctors of Mills I~emorlal 
Hospital and all my friends for 
the care and kindness they 
showed me while I was In the 
hosp i ta l  • 
• Adelln.e Wulff (I)2) 
14. Business Personal  
"ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical' Con- 
treating. Free Estimates. 
.~hpqeJ35-587,6 0_[.r .638-1231.1. ( ~ ) 
Webb Ref r igerat ion  
4623 SOUCIE 6~.218e 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Cff) 
and friendly people and call it 
. workl New facilities and rising 
market. Real Estate Ilcencees 
apply to Bear Realty Ltd., Box 
607, Armstrong, B.C. c5 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace 'Taxi - 635-2242. (cff. 
Help Wanted: Bank of Montreal 
• tellers. Part time and full time 
required. Experience required. 
Please phone 638.1131 for 
Interview. Ask for Rick. (c3) 
Part time receptionist-typist 
required. Insurance and real 
• estate experience preferred. 
Apply In person to Pruden & 
Currle or Braid Insurance, 
Terrace. (cl 1 ) 
MAH AHD TREES 
TO EACH 
OTHER 
setting, direct work and leisure- 
time programs, and evaluate- 
counsel clients, making 
recommendat ions ,  fo r  
specialized services as 
necessary; to assist with oh. 
fainlng employment In Com- 
munity. Secondary School 
graduation or equivalent, 
possess leadership qualifies and ' 
ability to control-direet hoetlle, 
aggress ive  behav lour ;  
preferably experience In 
correctlonel ,'|etting, plus ex- 
peri~,nce In forestry or related 
Industry. 
Lesser qualified candidates 
may be appointed as Security 
Officers . S1,132 . $1,220. 
Isolation Allowance of $49.50 In 
addition to salary. Canadian 
citizens are given preference. 
Obtain applications from the 
Government Agent, 4006 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, VaG 11=5 
and return to the Public Service 
Commission, 1488 Fourth Ave., 
PRINCE GEORGE, V2L 4Y2 by 
May 11, 1977. 
Competition No. 77:883. (c2). 
74. S i tuat ions Wanted 
Elderly housekeeper desires 
housekeep!ng lob. Phone 635- 
7866. (p2) 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
rote-filling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635-6782 
(ctf) 
, ,  i i i ,  
33. For Sa le .  Misc.  
;ansul amplifier. 32 watts RMS 
,'o.llneer turntable, large 3 
way speakers. Also dining room 
suite, Mayfag dishwasher, 
chord organ. Phone 635.2621, 
4701 Homer. (¢)5) 
Sewing cabinet. $50. Excellent 
condition. 635.9566• (p2) 
For Sale: amplifier and guitar. 
~ .16 .  (p?) • 
Must Gel Make Offer. 
For Sale: 3 house trailers. 50 to 
55 ft. long by 10" wide, 1 van box 
16'xS'xB', plywood finish inside, 
1 new fletdeck. Steel, 14x8. Good 
for i fen, long wheel base truck 
to S ton. Write BOx 63, Stewart 
or phone 634-2622. (p2) 
• For 5a!e: one ~et of car chains 
H78-15. 2 winter tires H78-15. I 
winter tire 700.15. 0 mounted 
truck tlre 100.20. I Kenmore 
stove. I front backhoe tire 11L- 
16 10 p!y. Phone 635-7838. (ctf) 
37. Pets 
'All types horses wanted. 635~ 
Top quality alfalpha, clover and 
timothy mixture In bern.$7O per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. (eft) 
5617. ctt 
Freshen 3 year old Guernsey 
cow. $500. 635-3380. (c2) 
For Sale: 6 year old Welsh 
Appalosa pony. Good with 
children. Phone 635-5760. (c2) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635;4636. df  
Moulded Plastic I 
Ch ld-I arrier I 
Reg. $19.99 
Gordon & 
1 38 Wanted - Misc.  
/ 
"Wanted to BuY: set of camper 
lacks. Phone 635-6~4 after 6 
p.m. p5 
Wanted to buy: iackplne logs. • 
Phone 635.2603. (ctf) 
~39. Boats & Engines 
For Sale: St. Plerre Dory. 27 ft. 
Anderson Ltd. 
4606..L_a_z.e_lle Ave .  
• Terace,  B.C. ~, k~ 
Westinghouse electric stove. 
Good condition. $125 or best 
offer. Wooden kitchen table and 
long. Newly constructed. Phone 
635-2417. (p2) 
For Sale: 15V=' Vanguard 
fiberglass boat. Modified V hull. 
Convertible top sleeper seats. 
1974 50 hp JohnsOn motor, 10w 
hours. Excellent condltlen. E. 
zeo leader trailer. Complete 
with skis, new Scotty Down 
rigger anchor, life lockets. 
Phone offer 5 p.m. 635.4360. 
(c2) 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Merc 
cruiser. Inboard.outboard, 1 
year old. 92hours. Call 635.6636. 
+ (ctf) 
v - " . . . .  ~ - -  
,i~43. Rooms for  Rent 
'~Room" for rent in the bench area 
with kitchen facllitles~ Phone 
t635.3971. (df) 
,47. Homes #or Rent 
"small one bedroom furnished 
duplex for rent at 968 Moun- 
teinvlew Blvd. Phone 635.2577. 
(ctf) . 
One bedroom home for rent. 
Partially furnished. Electric 
heat and close to town. Phone 
635-2427 or 635.3058. (cff) 
For Rent or Sale: 2 bedroom 
furnished house Including dish- 
washer, deep freeze, chester.. 
field, dloette etc. One block I
from Legion. To view phone 635- 
5643after 11 a•m. (p2) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. W. 
W carpet. 4626 Graham. Phone 
635.3806 anytime. (p2) 
Small older type 2 bedroom 
apartment In town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
For Rent: one bedroom 
basement suite for a reliable 
working person. Phone 635-1937. 
(p2) 
For Rent: large two bedroom 
duplex. W.W carpet, fireplace, 
frldge & stove. Utility room 
with washer & dryer hookups. 
Located at Kalum Lake Dr. 
Phone 635.5634. (p2) 
For rent: 2 bedroom suite. 
Fridge+ & stove. No pets. 
Thornhlll. Phone 635.6668. (p2) 
For Rent: furnished basement 
suite. Most suitable for non- 
smoklng working girl. Phone 
635.5760 or apply 4522 Haugland 
Ave. (c2) 
Suites for Rent 
Keys lone  Cour t  
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
~-4611 Scoff. One, two  
and  three  bedroom 
apartments .  
635-5224 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite. 
Beautiful, frldge & stove. 
Downtown. Close to school & 
hospital. Phone 635-7503. (p3) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. 
Fridge & stove. Electric heat. 
Free laundry facilities. No pets. 
$145 per month. 3145 River 
Drive. Phone 635.6445. ctf 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite. 
Fridge & Stove. Heat Included. 
No pets. 635-9471. (sff) 
I 
Clinton Manor 
:urnished studioor I bedroom 
apartments. Phone 
638-1032. 
or 
635.4321 . 
ctf 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex. 
Stove 8, frldge. No pets. River 
Drive, ThornhllI. 635-2591. (p2) 
For Rent: basement suite. 2 
bedroom, stove & frldge in- 
cluded. No pots allowed. 635- 
7330 or 635-5556. (p2) 
For Rent In Thornhlll: one 
bedroom furnished apartment. 
S140 per month. Singles only. 
Phone 635.2065. (p4) 
LOW RENTAL 
Bachelor suites available for 
persons 55 and over In "The  
Willows", 3404 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C• Apply Terrace 
Community Servloos, 4603D 
Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635. 
5135• (c9) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. In 5. 
plex on Hauglend. Stove &. 
trldge, 1V= baths and 2 bedroom 
duplex with flr.eplece in 
basement in town. Phone 635. 
52!3.. (elf) .... 
49. Homes for  Sale : 
'For Sale: house on 5 acres on = 
the bench. Phone 635.4453. (ctf) 
FOR SALE - BUY NOWI 
New three bedroom home on 
large let. Carpets throughout. 
Walnut cabinets. Basement 
interior part ial ly finished. 
Full price $43,500.. Phone 
635-7347 
(C2,4,7.9) 
(cff) 
MUST SELL 
1970 Ford V~ ton in good con.~ 
ditlon. Some extras. Asking 
$1,700 bid-open to offers• For 
more fnformatlon phone 635- 
963.% (!)3) 
For sole: 1963 /~rc  dump 
truck. GVW 2400. Good running 
condition all way round. Asking 
$1000. Phone 635.4094 after 6. 
(ctf) 
1969 Cougar XR7 hardtop. 
Stereo, P•B. & P.S. in good 
Forsale:4reemsurnmercebln/ 1972 Datsun Pickup. 1974" 
on lease let on west side/~f~ 
• LakelsoLake. Roadaccess:200' \ Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
lake frontage. Phone 635-4252. crewcab, 1~3 Ford ~A ton. Call 
(I)4) 635-6636or2609 Skoona St. (cff) 
i 
FOR SALk 
3 bedroom p~,-abede on "10 
acres of land/2 fireplaces, w- 
w carpet, f~ll basement end 
spiral staircase, skylight, 
carportj Land Is portlally 
cleared. On pavement. Priced 
to sell. $(;5,000, Phone 
635-4456 
after 6 p.m. (o-2) • .. 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house• 
Carport, fireplace up & down, 
finished basement, landscaped, 
fenced, storage shed, trees. 4736 
Tuck Ave. 635.3093. (ctf) 
'Family home on one acre on 
Bench boasts 1800 sq. ff• of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop end much mere. Try 
your offer. 63~-1/90. ctf 
51. Business Locat ions 
"For Rent: Grou---~ floor corn: 
me;'clal or office space. 4646. 
Lakelse. Phone 635-4925. (cff)' 
OFF ICE  SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Approx. 600 ft. of off!ca ~ space• 
Prime location. Phone 
635-2496 
(off) 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
I~s. Phone 635-2600 till 5 p.m• 
635-6937 - eveslngs• (ctf) 
For Sale: 1968 International V= 
ton. V.O automatic. Phone 635. 
337O. d f  
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Late professional sell it, 
fo r  you. 
Copper Moonfain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
1,15-4~3 
DL O060SA 
PR ICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1944 Mercury 750 Tendonl 
dump truck in good running 
~dlf lun. 
635-7838 
ctf 
For Sale: 1974 Dodge tandem 
dump. 225 cat diesel, 14 yds. 
Aluminum box. 13 speed Fuller. 
34,000 "bogies. Low mileage. 
Truck & box weight 17,500 Ibs. 
Price S14,500. 1788 Upland St., 
Prince George. Phone 563.9146~ 
(p4) . .  
S000 SQ. FT. WAREHOUSE 
SPACE WITH OR WITHOUT. 
OFFICE SPACE. All or part. 
Very reasonable. Phone 635- 
7746• (c6) 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manager 
(cff) 
I +- -  . - - - .  
f 
52. Wanted to Rent , .  
Would like to rent a 2 or" 3- 
bedroom 8pt. or house close to 
town for June 1. Please phone 
collect at 627-1241. (p2) 
55. Proper ty  for  Sale 
Waterfront, Lakelse Lake. 
Crown lease, road access. For 
condition• Rubber Is A.1. Asking 
price $1200. Phone 635.5008. 
(C4) 
"1973 Chew I/2 ton pickup. 6 
cylinder, 3 speed. 1972 Chevy Va 
ton pickup. 43(4. 307, Va, 4 speed. 
1973 Datsun 610. Good mileage 
car. 635.6880. (p11) 
I 
1976 Datsun 280Z. TOp condition. 
$6,500. Phone 438-1351. (c4) 
1968 International ~ ton 
crewcab. Offersl Phone 638- 
1225. (2,4) 
1972 International travelall for 
sale. Call 635-2485. (p4) 
i 
1974 Bobcat. ~Stendard tran. 
smlssion, radial tires• $2,000. 
Phone 635-3178 otter 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. 0800• (ctf) 
1974 Mazda truck with camper. 
Low mileage & good condition. 
Phone after 4 p.m. 635.3408. 
. . . . .  
58. T ra i le rs  
For Sale: 12)(68 Diplomat. Easy. 
arms. 638-1277. (p3) 
FOR SALE• 
10X42 Squire 2 Ixlrm. trailer 
end 10x55 Safewey three 
bdrm. trailer. Phone 
635.4812 
)3  • , 
Per Salei" 1963 Mercury V= t on~ or Sate or ~,ent: I2x52 mobile 
Phone 638:8276+ after ;6: p,m;:. - home. Well Insulated.*Set up In; 
(ctf) . , local trailer court. 8x40 ad. 
For Sale: a 70 Ford V= ton fo~ 
ports and a 67 Pontiac for parts~ 
Phone 638.0276 after 6 p.m. 
(d f j  . . . . .  
REPOSSESSlDN FOR SALE 
I.H.C. Tandem Dump Truck, 
1973 I.H.C. pickup, 1971 Ford 
Pinto, 1974 12x68 Vista Villa 
.Mobile Home. Phone 635.6310.. 
After 5 - 635-9405. (cff) 
1974 Ford 1 ton flatdeck. Big 
meter, 4 speed, duals, low 
mileage. Asking $4200. Phone 
624-9494 coiled, evenings. (pG) 
1974 Mercury Comet 6 cyl. 3 spd." 
auto. Radlo, 5 radial summers, 
4winter studs. Tow hitch. 40,000 
miles. One owner. Excellent 
family car. 635.9566~ $2,300 or 
best Otter. (p2) 
1968 Internetional I/= ton V.8 
auto. 635-3378. (ctf .1,3;5) 
For Sale: 1972 Mazda 808. Good 
shape. Call 635.7996 after S. (p 
1,5) . 
Into. write S. Harrison, Alkali. I 
Lake, B.C., V0L IBO. c:~ . .. 1969 Chev ~ ton Camper sport 
• For Sale: 60 acres wit"h'25')(33' truck. New paint, low mileage, 2 
frame cabin and ether out- studded spares, c.w 11'6" 
buildings approx. 10 acres Security Camper. Has 4burner 
clear.qd In Rosswond. '28 miles steve & oven, 2.way frldge, 
north of Terrace, Phone 638.1768 furnace. Excellent condition. 
after 6 p.m. (c:22) • Phone 635-3163. (p tj~) . 
For Sale: 100'x150' treed lot on •1970 4x4 Ford crewcab. $2200• 1 
yearling filly. 1972 Ford 1 ton 
Glen Rd. Interested part ies,  tlatdeck. New motor $2300. One 
only. 635.7021 after 5. (p2) four horse, horse trailer. $750. 
Phone 635-7634. (p3) For Sale: let. Size 132'x319'. "lax 
S150. Legal lot30 OP parcel I DL 
ditlon, insulated with electric 
heat. Take over bank payments 
or reasonable rent. Available 
Immediately. Phone 638.1761• 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.50t7• 
(ctf) 
For • Sale: 24x52 Safeway 
dou.blewlde mobile home. 3 
bedroom, 11/= "baths, utl l ltyl 
room. Set up In Woodland, 
Heights Trailer Court. Sacrifice, 
at $17,900. Owner being 
transferred. Call 635.5627 offer 6 
p.m. (c12) 
For  Sale: 0)(42 one bedroom 
trailer. Joey shack " and 
detached shed on 1.7S acres 
leased land at Lakelee Lake. 
635-7740. (p5) 
For Rent: fully 4urnlshed 2 
bdrm. trai ler. Carpeted 
throughout. 12x60. Located at 
3347 Kofoed. No animals. $225 
per month.. Phone ~S.2452. (p4) 
For sale or trade for house In' 
town. 12x68 3 year old mobile 
home set up on lot In Thornhlll. 
$22,000. 638.1343. (p2) 
For Sale: 1974 Varamount 
Bendix 3 bedroom mobile home 
Includes 11xll Ioey shack In- 
sulated and wired, skirting and 
fuel tank, stove and frldge. For 
information phone 847.3354.,.' 
(I)2) 
3 chairs pointed green• $35. 
Phone 635.3580. (p2) 
For Sale: 19" Electrohome 
B&WTV .$60. Table & 6 chairs - 
like new - $125. 10 speed bike - 
$55. Wooden kegs. Ideal for 
planters. $5 each. Also ether 
. odds & ends. 635.3389. (p3! 
2 antique wood stoves, 2 wood 
cookstoves. Also strawberry 
and raspberry plants. Phone 
635.2485. (p4) 
Price Skeena Forest Products 
Lid• will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p .m.X .  
marked - S20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy - $40 per 1000 bd. ff• 
(ctf) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useaSle Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
For Sale: spruce .logs sultabie" 
far log houses. 635.2603. (cff) 
furnished house. Ideal for 2 
working men. Downtown 
location. S200 per month. Phone 
635.2680. (c3) 
For Rent - -  available June 1• 
Lovely home, will consider 2-yr. 
lease. For three business people 
with steady income, share this 
new home with fireplace. $140 
per month. References 
,.r.equl.red. Phone 635.4809.. (c2) ' 
48. Suites for  Rent 
" HILLSIDE;LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
• doyor week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6411. (cff) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
famill~s. $250 per month. 6. 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 • 
453O 
Waterfront cabin Lakeise Lake. 615 PL 4490. 2907 Skeena St.~ 
2bedroomG00squarefoot. Fully Terrace. Write: Harry, 1¢108. 
furnished, water system and 112th St., Edmonton, Alberto. 
bathroom. View lot on west side (1~) 
of lake. Deeded property. Phone 
564-7994 after 7 p.m. c3 .' • 'ForSale: 30acreaGmllesoutof 
• Terrace on paved highway. 
Recreation or farming for sale: Phone 635-2089 or 638.1161. (p2) 
31/2 miles east of Cedar.vale. 28 
acre. 11/= cleared. Organically One let. 75'x160' with septic tank 
used• Well Insulated A.frame and water system for sale• In 
cabin• Spring well, root cellar, Woodland Heights Subdivision. 
electrlclty &telephone close by. Phone 635.2845. (pG) , 
$25,000. Write G. Hlemsfra, 2704 . . . .  
Sparks, Terrace. Phone 635. 56. Business Oppor tun i ty  5327. p3 . : 
Ol~ler 1200 sq. ft. split.level, 3 For Sale: Older rental onlt for' 
harm. home for sale• Nelson sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor Good location. Priced to sell• 
repairs. Ideal starter home..- Phone 635.9471. (stf) 
Owner eager to sell. Make an . Expansion . planned for" 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile Grenlsle, B.C. Shopping Centre. 
homeon trade. Call 112.562.6651 Lease premises suitable for: 1. 
or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) JurUo~" Dept. Store. 2. Hardware+ 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house on 1 & Sporting Goods. Apply Box 
acre. Fruit trees, garden, close 1155, this newspaper or phone 
Scott. (ctf) to schools on Pear. A steal at 392.7752 for further lnformatlon. 
_ ..: $35,000. 635.3588. (p2) (c2,12,1) 
SOUTH SHORE LAKELSE 
WATERFRONT 
• Large well constructed 
summer cottage• Propane 
lights, stove and frldge. 
Deeded lend - taxes $194. 
Contact any MLS Agent. 
020,000. 
. REALTY  LTD,  
Phon(~: 632.6185 
DUNN STREET 
A home with the room for a 
large family. Electrical heat. 
Three bedrooms up, two 
bedrooms and family room 
down. $59,500. 
DROP IN FoR A 'FREE cATALOGUE 
• 330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C, 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.201S 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay ' 632.3463 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley 632-6692 
R;E. (Ed), Scaife 6324092 
I I 
/ 
58. Mobile Homes 
2 bedroom trailer for rent. 
Phone 635.3202 or 635.2368. (cff) 
TRAILER 
AND "LOT 
FOR SALE 
1972 three bedroom Capewood 
set up and skirted on 75x200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is in- 
sulated and wired. Make an 
fferl phone63S.4454after 6. sff 
GOssAN . 
.CREEK 
On 1.86 acre lot. 1100 sq. ft. of 
living area In this 12x43 mobile 
~ome with 14x43 addltion.'~'hls 
home is completely finished 
with a carport & patio doors 
lead from master bdrm. to a 
sundeck. 
Lot Is landscaped, featuring 
established berries, fruit 
trees, lots of perennlals, lawn 
& garden area. Also root 
ce!l~ ~, garden shed, work 
sh~, ~'*tcken pen. Taxes $50 
l last yr. Washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove Included In the low price 
of 529,500. Phone 
635.2968days 
635.7749. evenings 
(p2,3,4,8,9) 
For Sale: 1972 12'x62' tw~ 
bedroom mobile home with 
large 2 bedroom loey shack. 
Close to schools and store. No. 1. 
3886 Muller Ave. Phone 635.4789. 
(c2) 
For Sale: 12x68 mobile home, 
Dirt cheap for cash. Phone 635. 
2950. (p2) 
66. Campers 
For Sale: 1974 Holiday trailer, 
one wringer washer, 1 gov'f. 
approved child's car seat. 635- 
2044. (c2) . . .  
14' Oasis trailer. New Interior, 
new glass, propane 4 burner 
stove, electric frldge, propane & 
electric lights. Sleeps 0. Porte 
potty. Best offer $2400. Call 635? 
7746. (C6) 
For Sale: 10 ft. camper. Sleeps 
five- $1000. Coppertune 15 cu. ft. 
fridge & matching range. Both 
in like new condition. Asking 
$450 for the pair. Phone 635.3152. 
(p4) 
68. Legal. 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
68. Legal  
DEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
TIMBER SALE A-09217 
Sealed fenders wil l  be 
received by the District" 
Forester at Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, not later than 
11 a.m. on the 31st day of May, 
1977 for the purchase of Llcence 
A.09217, to cut 735,200 c.f. of 
Hemlock, Cedar, Balsam and 
trees of other species located 
Lot 6257 and 6259 approx. 8 
miles south of Terrace on Beam 
"Station Road. C.R. 5. 
One (1) year will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applylng for further tlmbar 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained.Yield Unit. 
Particulars may be obtalne6 
from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia, or the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
Columbia. (cl,6;1L16).. 
DE PARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
TIMBER SALE A-09219 
Sealed tenders wil l  be 
received by the District 
Forester-at Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, not later than 
11 a.m. on the 31st day of May, 
1977 for the purchase of Llcenco 
A.09219, to cut 553,300 c.f. of 
Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock and 
trees of other species located 6 
miles south of Terrace on High- 
way 25. C.R. 5 
One (.~):#car will he allowed 
'for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
.applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained.Yield Unit. 
Particulars may b0 obtalned 
from the •District Forester, 
Prlnce Rupert, British 
Columbia, or the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
Columbia. (c1.,6,1!,.16). 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Grounds Maintenance 
Skeenaview Lodge, Terrace, 
B.C. for Maintenance of lawns 
and flower beds according to 
spociflcations at Skeenavlew 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street,. 
Terrace, B.C. wilt be accepted 
by the Honourable the Minister, 
CANADA PA-CI<h.GE-VAC:ATIONSare available in every season and 
every region. Many sightseeing packages include fours of the Canadian 
Rockies. (Canadian Government Office of Tourism Photo) 
i 
Lingering effecs felt 
through interaction wit/~ 
their parents they were 
learning that they were 
"bad" and that people can't 
A "Parents in Crisis" esteem and self-confidence. 
group meets once a week in This is usually coupled with 
Terrace, with the goal o f  a feeling of helplessness and 
helping parents deal with lack .of power - -  either in 
negative actions and ~elatjdn to chanl~ing to 
feelings toward their child then~selves, thmr en- 
or children. There are no viroument or their lives for 
be t rusted.  They also 
learned that they them-! 
selves were small, weak, ~ 
dependant and powerless.o ~.- 
Children will respond "-to 
such emotional climate in': 
Grounds Maintenance - Terrace 
Courthouse for Maintenance of 
lawns and flower beds 
according to specifications at 
Terrace Courthouse, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
will be accepted by the 
Department of Public Works, c- 
o Foreman of Works, Ministry 
of Highways and Public Works, 
4827 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, May 
13, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
fees, no forms and a" in- the better. They tend to 
formation is confidential, react to real or imagined 
The group in Terrace is the threats with a feeling of 
only one north of the lower panic and the typical two ways --  either they will 
mainland. The following response is to withdraw become, passive and  
article is taken from 'the from persons and situations manipulative or agressive 
"Parents in Crisis" manual which are frightening. This and manipulative. In either 
panic is either released in way their basic lack of self- Honourable the Minister, obtained from Ministry of from Vancouver. 
Department of Public Works, c- Hiahwavs and Publlc Works,  Parents w i th  abuse anger towards an ina]p- esteem and their inability to 
o foreman of Works, Ministry of 482;r Keith Avenue, Terrace, problems may have many propriate target, their trust others will cause them 
Highways ~ and .. Public Works, ~,B C on, aqd~;aftenWtay;,2f,4977 ....... different personalltie's,., Imt..¢l~ldren, or suppressed and-. to behave as adults in an-i .... 
4827 ; Ke!t~"A~i0_~;.:iTdff~t~e~ '"'-~e lowest or any tender will ' they all have Certain added to the~ s torehous_e .of tisocial or hostile ways in 
u ¢, up TO z p m,  I-rloay, May 13, i977 • ' not necessarily be accepted, common factors in their unexpressed tears. Tn]s the .eyes of emotionally; 
_ ." . . . .  For Minister of Public Works, backgrounds creates a cycle of threat -- healthy individuals. As 
.encarmg documents may ~e . . . . .  Parliament Buildings, Victoria, Statistics how that nearly then fear which is carried adults, these parents often 
obtained from Mmistry or Brlti h Col " ' . . . . . . . . .  s umbla. (c3) 90 percent of abusive with them ate adult life; become emotional ly  
Hlgnways and I"UDIIC WORKS, 
4827 Keith Avenue, Terrace, ~ ~ parents were abused thus they tend to respond to isolated and carry with: 
B.C. on and after May 2, 1977. i i ¢". themselves as children. It is life situations and them a load of anger that is 
The lowest or any tender will ~ _ ~ _ important to remember, relationshipo ut of a fear of rooted in their childhood " 
net necessarily be accepted. ~ "~ '~ however, that a person.need pmdshment and the loss of 
For Minister of Public Works, ,~  . . . .  ~.~ not have been phymcally love. 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, r ~DW ~ abused in order to become a The abuse sustained as 
B.C. (c3)  g 
THE CORPORATION n - -  nd 
OF TH E TOWN . .~  
OF SMITHERS 
TRUNKSEWER a g e s  
CONTRACT I - 1977 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS WASHINGTON (AP) --  The 
Sealed Tenders marked: U.S. population of 216 million 
"Tender for Trunk Sewer parsons is growing older and 
Contract 1 . 1977" will be expanding more slowly than It 
received by the undersigned at did a year ago, the C~=nsus Bu- 
the office of The Corparatlon of reau said Tuesday. 
the Town of Smlfhers not later The bureau said the median 
than 3:00 PM local time on age of the population Jumped 
Wednesday, May 25, 1977. from 27.9 years in 1970 to 29.0 in 
The work consists of the In. 1976. 
stellatlon of approximately: And It reported that the U.S. 
316 metres of 24 Inch Class population of 216 million was 
2400 AC pipe only 1.6 million--or .7 . per 
605 metres of 20 Inch Class cent--more In January 1977 
3300 AC pipe • than In January 1976. 
233 maters of lS Inch Class By comparison, the popu. 
3300 AC pipe latlon Increased .8 per cent in 
15 manholes 1975, aided by the Immigration 
Drawings, Speolflcaflons and of 130,000 Vietnamese refugees 
Tender Documents may be 
obtained from the offices of 
Willis, Cunllffe, Ta l t  and 
Company Ltd. at 318 - Sixth 
Street, New Westminster, B.C., 
or, 1575. Fifth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C., or, 205 . 4665 
Lozelle Avehue, Terrace, B.C., 
on or after May 2, 1977 on 
Payment of the sum of twenty 
($20.00) dollars, whlch Is not 
refundable. If payment Is made 
by cheque, It should be made 
payable to Willis, Cunllffe, Talt 
and Company LM. 
J.E. Franklln, 
Administrator. (c2) 
Assossiq 
arrested 
STUTTGART (Reuter) -- 
One 
of three men being sought for 
last month's assassination of 
West Germany's chief prose- 
cutor, Siegfried Buback, was 
captured and seriously 
wounded 
after a gunbaftle with police 
Tuesday. 
Guenther Sonnenberg, 22, and 
a female f~llow fugitive, Verena 
Backer, 24, were cornered and 
arrested after a shoot.out In the 
small Industrial town of Slngen, 
on the Swiss border south of 
here. 
to the U.S. 
The .bureau noted that two 
factors involved In the trend 
were the continuing tendency of 
women to marry later and to 
have fewer children. 
It found that 43 per cent of 
Women In their early 205 were 
still single In 1976, compared to 
28 per cent In 1960. And It re. 
ported that 42 per cent of 
women In their early 205 who 
had been married remalned 
childless In 1976, compared to 
24 par cent in 1960. 
EXPANSION SLOWS 
The U.S. population ex. 
pension 
has been generally slowing 
since the late 19505, which 
marked the height of the post-. 
Second World War baby boom. 
The bureau also found that 
the number of children under 
age 14 declined by 5.5 million In 
the last six years, a 10.3.par- 
cent decrease, while the popu. 
latlon over age 65 grew by 
three million, or 14.8 per cent. 
Ot her  population data 
shewed: 
--Twice as many unmarried 
couples, an estimated 1.3 mil- 
lion people, were living together 
In 1976 as were In 1970. Also, 
the number of families headed 
by a woman with no husband 
present Increased by one.third 
physical abuser as a parent, children has created in the 
Emotional abuse and parents a basic insecurity 
deprivation can be, and are, and anxiety. The irrational 
as damaging to the human behaviour of their own 
psyche as is physical abuse, parents has conveyed to 
The abuse the P.I.C. them a sense that their 
members sustained as parents were unreliable and 
children has taught them unlzustworthy because their 
that they are unloved and actions did not make sense. 
unlovable and this results in' At the time when their own 
• a very low sense of self- personalities were forming 
SECRETARY 
Required for the Industrial Relations Department. This Is a 
senior position and consideration will be given only to fully 
experienced applicants having shorthaqd and a minimum 
typing speed of 55 w.p.m. 
Benefits include Medical, Dental, Extended Health and 
Group Insurance: 
Apply to: Personnel Department 
Twinrlver Timber Limited 
Box 1000, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(C-4) 
RESTAURANT 
Under New Ilanapment 
NOW OPEN 
Mon,.Sat, 4 p,m,-3 a,m, 
Sun, 4 F,m,-O p,m, 
Take-out Orders Over $0 - 
10% off 
635-4436 
3209 Kalum, Terrace 
Opening Soon 
for Lunch & Smorgasbord 
THE HERALD, Wednesday, May 4, 19: , PAOE AIt 
Violence threat see n 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  The vice- 
president of Queboc's human 
rights commission says he .fears 
the danger of physical vlotence 
In the language debate In the 
province. 
"It  seems to me that we risk 
dlrectlng ourselves towards via. 
lence and we have already done 
so In t ur attitudes and I&n- 
guage," says Maurlce Cham- 
pagne.Gilbert. 
"The Intolerance, the black- 
mall which some people ~.~e, 
the rigidity, the narrowness sad 
t h e Idenloglcal narcles;~m 
which others exhibit, semi of 
whom are In pasltlons of :e- 
sponslblllty which should luad 
them to give a better example, 
are so many forms or psycho- 
social or moral violence." 
Champagne.Gilbert says the 
simplification and polarization 
of the debate are factors of la- 
tent violence. 
Some people are looking for 
the "black sun" of Ireland and 
that situation will develop if a 
greater effort for peace Is not 
made, he said. 
While it Is Important o pro.. 
tect and promote French, he 
says langua~ * legislation 
should 
set out the rights of both maior- 
ity and the minorities In Quebec 
society. 
He says If is a major thai_- 
lenge for Que.bacers to accept there are dlffere l e~hnI¢ end 
that within their community language groups. 
MANAGER/COUNSELi 
PARTNER 
for  
RECREATION/SCIENCE SUM 
for young adults. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
(~) Active interest in oufdoor activitim 
~amping, boating, wilderness living, su~ 
~vigation. 
(2) Educational or practical backgrount 
~r as naturalist to enable supervision 
Sc ence program. 
~3) Leadership and Administrative abil 
m,~intain good relationship with teenage; 
~4) Ambition and initiative - -  willingne 
SALARY: 
Terms - -  negotiable. 
Send resume to: 
Babine Summer School 
Box 51, Smithers, B.C. 
Phone 847-2007 
COUNSELLORS REQUIRED 
 CAMP I 
reliEted .tel 
val, L si© I
In IB!ol0gy = 
of  .mp 
L' i 
COUNSELLOR 3 
A councellor 3 Is required to do Drug & Alcohol Counselling in the Terrace-Nitro i area, 
This work Is at the supervisory and administrative l vel. As this is a new position Ilw In- 
cumbent will be required to develop and organize i drug and alcohol counselling t ol~allE 
for the Terrace-Kltimat area. The Incumbent will also be required to provide sup "y~ylkioO 
and assistance for the Co u~ellor In Prince Rupert. The administrative duties will 
organization and eva!uati~rr0f the program, budget planning, routine reports and at 
administrative duties related to the lob. 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: MSW;, or BSW; or RSW, plus two years reid ed ex- 
perleoce; OR a university degree, preferably in the social sciences, plus five years I I | t~ l  
experience; OR a two year college diploma, plus seven years related experience. 
Salary: $1,308 Per Month 
Lecation: Terrace, B.C. 
COUNSELLOR 2 \ 
'~ A Counsellor 2 is required to do Drug & Alcohol Counselling in the Prince RUpal area. 
; .  This work is at the supervisory and administrative lovel.'As this is I new position, ha in. 
, :~dumbent will be required to develop and organize a drug and alcohol councell~g pc Iram. 
; ,.. The incumbent must be able to work independently with a minimum of sups .ision. 
" *~,counsollors are. required to perform client assessments, referrals to appr prime 
i)rotossionals and treatment services, participate in case conferences, and campier, client 
case documentation and statistics. 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: BSW; or RSW; or university degree, preferably ~n thd 
social sciences, plus two years related experience; OR completion of secondary sc sol Or* 
equivalent plus eigM years related experience. 
Salary: S1,204 Per Month 
Location: Prince Rupert, B.C. 
APPLY TO 
Send " ,plicatlens with toll particulars to: Chairman, Drug & Alcohol Committee," !rrace 
• m, mity Services, 4603D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. before Mly  14, 1977. Fur let in. 
.... m~...on may be obtained by phoning 635-5135. .: 
Federal Business Development Bani[ 
assists businesses 
• in British Columbia 
' with financing: 
,In 1976, FBDB authorized $111 million in loans to 2,500 businesses in British Columl ia  
• and currently 8,600 businesses in the Province have a total of $445 million in loans 
from FBDB for purposes such as: 
Purchase at equipment Purchase or construction Working capital 
of buildings 
Launching anow bulkles 
with CASE counselling: 
The FBDB management counselling'service known as CASE (Counselling Assistancl 
to Small Enterprises) assists small businesses to improve their methods of doing 
business, 
with training: 
To help improve management skills in small business, the bank conducts managemel ; 
training seminars. 
with information on government programs 
for business: 
At the Bank's branch offices, operators of businesses can obtain information about 
any assistance program available from the federal government and others and are 
directed to the representative of the appropriate assistance program. 
Perhaps FBDB can help your bus iness -Ask  for our folde 
FEDERAL 
BU$/NESS 
DEVELOPMENT BAIVK 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1P8 
(604) 635-4951 
i , 
; ,  , . ,  
: T 
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AFTER ESCAPES " ' ' ' ' " "  ................................................................................................................................. 
Sheppard tells officers ACrAMENDMENTS 
' UNDERMINE CIT, ES 
to sharpen their wits PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. get a community plan ready 
CP) - -  City leaders Monday and the rewriting of bylaws can 
VANCOUVER (CP)-- Dennis 
Sheppard, associate deputy at. 
torney.general in charge of 
court services, said Tuesday he 
has ordered regional sheriffs to 
be more,aled.:l.n!t~Ir, h axI. dling 
Of ' i~I~i: . i . !  . .... :' " " 
resultof in-house reports on two 
recent escapes by prisoners In 
the custody of sheriff's depu. 
ties. 
He said thereport.w.lll n.of I~ 
made public becapse'lt' is . '~ 
regular mln!stry proc..' ~I....~. e.,
The "" re'i~H~".' iir~il~Fe;:! " "Ul7 
Frank Hodgson, a sheriff's 
service consultant, says sher- 
Iff's deputies were not taking 
standard precautions to prevent 
two recent escapes, Sheppard 
said. 
One man escaped from a 
sheriff's van at the New West. 
. ml~ter  courthouse early last 
month after unlocking his hand. 
(~uffs. 
ESCAPES FROM BAY 
A prisoner at the British Co- 
lumbia Penitentiary, escaped 
fr.om a loading bay at the court. 
• house Ir~la~ March'.' 
• Sheppard. said the report on 
• .~e.:'es~ap~'showed the deputy 
dld n~ properly close the elec- 
tronlcally.locklng door to the 
loading bay and as a result, the 
prisoner pushed him aside and 
ran down the street. He was re- 
captured the same day. 
In the other case, a deputy 
was not able to notify police of 
the escape because the key to 
the van and the radio, was with 
his partner, who was chasing 
the prisoner down the street. 
Sheppard said even if the dep- 
uty had been able to use the ra. 
dig, he probably would not have 
been able 1o get through to pa- 
lice on the crowded air waves. 
The report concludes that the 
sheriff's service should use a 
separate radio band for emer- 
gency transmissions. 
said if proposed changes to the 
Municipal Act are made the 
city will lose control of develop- 
mint and community planning 
will be put in.chaos. 
City solicitor Bob Dick told 
council the proposed amend- 
monts would mean that land 
use c~ntracts, which the city 
uses to control subdivision de- 
velopment, are to be repealed 
In June of 1978 at the latest and 
replaced by a complete zoning 
plan and use of development 
permits. 
City manager Choster J ittery 
said the plannlng.necossary to 
not be done In time. 
Aldermen criticized sections 
in the amendments which give 
the municipal affairs minister a 
90-day veto power over city de- 
velopment. 
'Mortal called it "real fas- 
cism" and sald the minister 
should have to appear before 
council before .he reverses a 
council decision to discuss the 
disagreement. 
"This whole lot has been 
drafted by influence," he sald, 
"and these influences should 
have to come out in a hearing." 
.~:~`'~`-~X-:.:~:;:`.:`-:~;~;~;~;.-~:;:~-~;:~:`.~`.~.:~:~:-:~:~:.:~:.:.::::~:::~:..::~:~:::::::::~::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:::~::~::::~::::~ 
PREMIER-WESTERN 
Pie CHANGES 
Administrative nightmare 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Tl~e gov- 
ernment's proposed new unem- 
ployment Insurance scheme 
will 
Increase administrative diffi. 
culfles for government officials, 
the Commons manpower com- 
miffee was told Tuesday. 
"Assuredly it will be more 
difficult to administer," Cec;: 
Tuck, chairman of the Unem 
ployment Insurance Co,.n.:s 
sign fold MPs. 
However, despite pro~le- .'- 
cited by Conservative at J 
clal Credit Party MPs (;Jrln9 
the meeting, Tuck sai~ he 
dldn't think it would be, "impos- 
sible to administer It." 
The new scheme would estab- 
lish variable entrance require- 
ments for unemployment Insur- 
ance benefits. They range from 
a 10.week qualifying period 
where the unemployment rate 
exceeds nine per cent to a max. 
imum 14.week qualifying period 
in regions where the unemploy- 
ment rate is six per cent or 
less. 
The main~ ad- 
ministration 
pr,:blem the government has 
yet to solve Is whether benefits 
should be based on the entrance 
requirement in the person's 
#~,ce of work or place of resi- 
d~.:~ce. 
NO DECISION 
'-larry H.odder, assistant dip. 
.t., mlnister, said the govern- 
- rot  would prefer to base the 
~ refit on the person's place of 
~ork. But the decision has not 
~;n made and "this is some- 
.~=ng that's preoccupying us 
~ht now." 
lake Epp ( PC-- 
F ovencher) 
c:ted the case of a nurse who 
moves from an'urban area with 
e low unemployment rate to a 
rJral area with a high unem- 
ployment rate but cannot find a 
job. 
"How In the blazes are you 
going to put all that together 
and come up with an equitable 
plan?" Eppasked, after Hodder 
said unemployment In. 
suranc:e 
officials would also have to take 
a person's intentions and behav- 
ior into account. 
Hodder said that officials 
would endorse the behavlour of 
an unemployed person from the 
Gaspe raglan of Quebec or New- 
foundland, two of the hardest- 
hit areas, who leaves home and 
family behind to seek work In 
Toronto, where the unemploy. 
merit rate is lower. 
'rhe Gaspe or Newfoundland 
entrance requirement of 10 
weeks of work out of S2 would 
apply and the person would be 
entitled to benefits slnce offl. 
clals would have an Indlcetlon 
that the applicant was seriously 
searching for work, he said. 
Cable merger sought 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- West- 
ern Broadcasting Co. Ltd. said 
Tuesday it would set up a $1 
million television development 
fund to finance new Canadian 
programs if It wins approval for 
a $19.4 million merger with Pre. 
ruler Cablevlsion Ltd. 
Western president Frank 
Griffiths told a Canadian Radio- 
Te lev is ion  and  Tale- 
carom unicat lons Com- 
mission 
hearing into the merger pro. 
posal that amalgamation of the 
two firms would strengthen 
Premier without creating undue 
concentration of media own- 
ershlp. 
Under the terms of the pro- 
posal, Western would acquire 
control of Premier through the 
purchase of Premier shares 
held by Sydney H. Welsh, the 
company president, and 
number 
of his associates. The Welsh 
group, in turn, would acquire a 
.16.per-cent Interest In 
western. 
Welsh told the commission he 
favors the deal because "the 
shares we take up In Western 
will allow us to continue our 
work." 
Premier was the subject of an 
attempted takeover bid last fall 
by Rogers Cable of Toronto. 
CRTC approval of the deal 
would give Western control of 
Premler's cable networks in 
Vancouver, Victoria, the Fraser 
Valley, Toronto, Oakvllle and 
Quebec,* 
HAS SHARE OF CANUCKS 
Western already owns radio 
stations in Vancouver, New 
Westminster ,  B .C . ,  
Calgary, 
Winnipeg and Hamilton, Ont. It 
also has a 45.per-cent interest 
in British Columbia Television, 
which owns two television sta- 
tions, and a 45.per-cent Interest 
in Vancouver Canucks of the 
National Hockey League. 
Welsh, who would become a 
director of Western as part of 
the merger, said the deal would 
allow his group "to remain In 
control of the business we 
founded and developed." 
Welsh said Premier would 
benefit from Western's substan- 
Major  f ir ing 
only answer 
OTTAWA (CP) --  A special 
Commons subcommittee 
recom- 
mends the dismissal of Warren 
Richardson and the retlr- 
emement or dismissal of 53 
other "principal offenders" 
among the guards at MIIIhaven, 
Ont., penitentiary. 
Richardson, a guard, Is presi- 
dent of the prison local of the 
Public Service Alliance of Can- 
ada. 
by the end of the week. 
The report says Richardson 
should be dismissed for In- 
subordination for refusing to 
recognize an administrative In- 
qulry into last fall's riot at NIl. 
Ihaven. 
LISTS BRUTALITIES 
The report also singles out a 
guard as the cause of the riot 
and catalogues brutality by 
guards since the prison east of 
Kingston opened In 1971. 
The recommendation is con-. It says the main danger at 
rained in o confldenhal copy of t h e m a x I m u m- 
a draft report still being worked security 
on by the subcommlttee, penltentlary now is that the 
Members said Tuesday they staff will provoke prisoners to 
expected to complete the report riot again. 
tlal borrowing ability and flnan. 
clal strength without risking the 
exodus of staff that could result 
from the outside takeover. I~th 
f i rms are Vancouver-based. 
Grifflths said the size of the 
audiences attracted to his radio 
stations shows that Western 
knows "Vancouver and Its In- 
formational needs.'" 
"We are deeply committed to 
serving those needs." 
Grifflths said that despite 
Western's large share.holding 
Iri 
BCTV, Western does not control 
the television operation. West- 
ern's other subsidiaries are 
given "general managerial 
guidelines" but each company 
has local management and is 
locally-oriented. 
NO FEE INCREASE 
The merger of the two com. 
panles would not create a large 
concentration of ownership, he 
said; and Western's strong fi- 
nancial position would allow 
purchase of Premler without in- 
creasing charges to Premier 
subscribers. 
Western president Bill 
Hughes 
said his company had 21 per 
cent of the Vancouver radio au- 
dience in terms of total listener 
hours a week, a share that 
would not be increased by the 
Premier merger. 
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Horner reverses himself 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Jack Hor- 
ner Joined his new Liberal col- 
leagues Tuesday night in de- 
fearing a Progressive Con- 
servative Motion identical to 
one he had introduced Nov. 1, 
1973 when he sat on the Con- 
servative benches. 
Aided by Homer, the Liberals 
outvoted the three opposition 
parties 114 to 91 to defeat the 
non.confidence motion against 
Liberal agriculture policies. 
An aide of Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark pointed out to 
reporters that the two motions 
were Identical and even dis- 
tributed copies of Homer's 1973 
motion. 
Horner's vote against the re- 
cycled Conservative motion arid 
an accompanying amend- 
ment 
by the New Democratic Party 
was the first time he had voted 
In the Commons since becoming 
a Liberal minister without por- 
tfolio. 
MP LAUGHS 
As his old motionwas read by 
Speaker James Jerome, Walter 
Baker, Conservative House 
leader, laughed heartily in the 
direction of Horner. 
As Homer rose to vote on the 
motion and amendment, his 
L i b e r a I colleagues loudly 
thumped their •desks in support 
of the Alberta rancher and for- 
mer harsh critic of Liberal 
farm policies. 
Serge Joyal, Liberal member 
for the Montreal-area riding of 
Maissoneuve-Rosemont, did not 
join the traditional desk-lhump- 
ing, but conHnued to read a 
book. 
Joyal has expressed some 
doubts about being in the same 
party as Horner, who was an 
ardent critic of some federal 
government bilingualsim pal- 
icies as a Conservative. 
The motion which Harrier in- 
traduced in 1973 and was moved 
again by John Wise, Con- 
servative member for the On- 
tario riding of Elgin, read: 
"That this House deplores the 
government's inability to gige 
leadership in developing and 
implement ing  com-  
prehensive 
and co.ordinated agricultural 
policies and programs and re. 
grets that by ill,advised and ad 
hoc remedies the government 
has weakened the over-all agri. 
cultural economy." 
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Fresh or Frozen 
True Cod Fillets 
Treat the family to 99 c 
Fish & Chips ... :.,. lb. 
Salmon 
I n  the P iece . . . . . . .  ; lb .  i~1( i  
i ---° ; 
Wh';le Frozen Shrimpmeat 
CookedCrab 
*iili17 . Fresh0vsterssl 90 
Herdng "10 c . . . . . . . ' .  . . . . .  . !:,shSh_&s IOc Dip in Batter & fry .. 8 o'. cart. Uel , / l  
5 kmo-edKippers #~ I .  l . . . . .  - - _  ~:~o: : ' . " ' :og° ;~;" r~"" ; l l  .... uottcnans ,,= lb. 45'  Curried ShrimpS1 
" ,  . " .' " . C 
Fresh  or  Frozen. F rom the F ras  " • .. • Rupert Frozen 9 oz. Pkg..  I I IV~ 
! 69  Steamer Clams Fisho Ca s 
Salmon P,eces  rozen, a.d .o=.. , ,  :. ......... 
! . I .69  serve with drawn outte, I~ /~ i ' "  Rainbow Trout 
" Fo~'~"' & Worcestersh i re  sauce lb. ~ / / ~ #  ~i~l i~!  I 
.am • n~ • • __~ ~ ~,~ Stream Fresh IllL/mllliUmllLli $. ,%?L,? o~oo. ~. 
Cooked Shrimp Cod Ftllets I dq . . . .  OU 
Brilliant Brand ~ 1 I I )Q  Boned, Frozen lhghhner  Brand  14 ez Pkg  I Q - - ~  e Ill . . . . . . . . . .  
~ Froz,,. 6.z. l'kg ..... "'e'" !)O " " ' " 'A - - *  !~Ithr ~ r~In~ Fr°~z eUnr' !°z~rP~g i I O 5 ~ 
" Cod Pieces 
"7|u;Per'ld~rnanl~°lter" $1 9q Fko.(0d Chunks,  Abalone 
F'rozen ~tbZ pkg. ,' • e i lB~ 
i - *  Fm.h. Portions Oceu. Perch fillets ] Frozen Fish Sizzles -i. ,ho i ~ ~ 
..... s 1.19 I 24o. Pk lRupert Br.ad, $ ! .89 s..,,,, v / / /  I1~_~11 
I I  ,F,sh.,n ~tter 
*FtshStcks ~ ,  . " :  '" ~ '~ 
• I Fdces lffedlv, Mw3rd to 7tk IIIghllner Ilraml. 
32 I)~ 
I 'k~. .39 SAFEWAY L IMITED 
I,.d IIq.k, Sebw,,y St,z- m ~ = l,~k~bl (kllw~k. ~ lltm 
edv~lmmt mq mt be evdldde b
ew "Phce Stiles'. Sales k I*ldl Qem. 
